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SECTION 1.0
S',1MMARY
This report covers the aerodynamic and aeromechanical performance of a
scale model of the QCSEE UTW fan and inlet, with simulated core flow, tested
at the General Electric Corporate Research and Development Aero/Acoustic
Anechoic Facility in Schenectady, New York. The 18-bladed fan rotor has
adjustable-pitch capability, being mechanically resettable at zero speed.
The 33 vanes comprising the bypass OGVs are positioned downstream of the
rotor trailing edge a distance equal to 1.5 rotor tip chords, and are com-
posed of five different geometries around the annulus to minimize flow dis-
tortions otherwise imposed by the pylon. Immediately downstream of the
rotor, the fan hub flow passes under an annular ring with 96 OGVs, separated
by a full-circumferential axial gap from the main flow splitter leading edge
where the flow is divided into a bypass portion and a core portion.
In the forward thrust mode, tests were conducted at three rotor pitch
settings of 0° (nominal) pitch, -5° (open) pitch, and +5° (closed) pitch.
The fan was designed at the 0° (nominal) pitch setting to deliver a bypass
pressure ratio of 1.34 at a total fan flow of 32.4 kg/sec (71.4 lbm/sec). It
actually produced 5.5% less flow and 3.0% less pressure ratio at design speed
on the operating line. At this condition, the estimated stage adiabatic
efficiency was between 0.86 and 0.87, compared to the required design-point
value of 0.867. Fan performance at +5° (closed) and -5° (open) exhibited the
expected trends of speed lines shifting to higher flow as the pitch is opened
and to lower flow as the pitch is closed. Peak efficiency is higher at the
more closed rotor pitch setting:; and drops off less rapidl;,,
 with speed in-
crease than at the more open pitch settings. Conditions r-!quired to attain
the takeoff and maximum cruise flow and pressure ratio would be met with a 2°
to 3° more open rotor pitch setting than predicted. The fan hub (core)
region produced a pressure ra J.o slightly in excess of the design-point
objective of 1.23 and a (higher than predicted) adiabatic efficiency of
84%. Fan hub efficiency increased along all speed liner, for all pitch
angles, as the fan was throttled; a peak was not reached in the flow
range tested.
Basic fan performance data in the forward mode was obtained with a
bellmouth inlet. Radial profiles of rotor pressure rise and efficiency show
that throttling of the fan increased the tip pressure rise significantly more
than in the hub portion, which is typical of low-radius ratio designs, but
without any large changes in efficiency. Efficiency profiles remained smooth
over the throttling range and free of any localized depressions which would
indicate trouble areas. The simulated core inlet flow profiles were of the
same shape and magnitude as predicted by design. Measured bypass-OGV loss
levels were higher for the open 2 (-10° outlet flow angle) vanes and lower
for the closed 2 (+10° outlet flow angle) vanes, consistent with the higher
aerodynamic loadings of the open vane sets. Bypass-OGV performance was
n r
found to be dependent upon the condition of the upstream flow, improving when
the bypass ratio was reduced, and when high-loss flow which passes under the
island and through the core OGV spills over the splitter and into the bypass
duct. Circumferential-flow distortions induced by the nonaxisymmetric OGV
row were small enough to avoid significant detrimental effects on the fan
rotor. Bypass-ratio migrations had little effect upon the operation of the
rotor and indicated satisfactory performance of the splitter at the nominal
bypass ratio. Forward mode performance with the accelerating inlet showed no
severe reduction in fan efficiency.
The operational limit line was determined for 0° (nominal) pitch angle
only, and it met or exceeded the objective stall line at a3.1 speeds.
Constant-speed stall margins were estimated as 20% at takeoff and 15% at
waximum cruise speeds. The fan was tested with a tip radial distortion over
the outer 40% of the inlet annulus area, having a value of the distortion
severity parameter (maximum minus minimum pressure divided by maximum pres-
sure) of 16% at the maximum flow. Stall limits for the distorted flow
measured well above anticipated engine operating conditions at corrected
speeds of up to 90%.
?n the reverse thrust mode, tests were conducted in the reverse-through-
stall direction at -95 0 , -1.00°, and -105 0 (open from nominal), and in the
reverse-through-flat direction at +78° and +73° (closed from nominal). The
accelerating inlet was used in place of the bellmouth to be more represen-
tative of the UTW engine configuration. Fan performance data revealed a
significant change in operating line with rotor pitch angle change, and
adiabatic efficiency was observed to fall off with increasing speed and flow.
High rotor stress limited the vehicle maximum speed to 65% at a pitch setting
of +78 0 , thus preventing attainment of the objective thrust in the reverse-
through-flat pitch direction. However, the objective reverse thrust was
obtained at each of the three pitch angles tested in the reverse-through-
stall-pitch direction. The simulated core inlet experienced a total pressure
loss equivalent to 1.25 times the dynamic pressure at the OGV leading edge,
with a slight tip radial distortion in the pressure profile. Cycle calcu-
lations indicated that the engine system could produce the objective 35%
reverse thrust even with the low core inlet recovery.
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SECTION 2.0
INTRODUCTION
The General Electric Company is currently engaged in the Quiet, Clean,
Short-Haul Experimental Engine Program (QCSEE) under Contract NAS3-18021 to
NASA Lewis Research Center. A major objective of the QCSEE Program is to
develop and demonstrate the technology required to meet the stringent noise
requirements anticipated for commercial short-hatil turbofan aircraft. The
experimental program explores a wide range of pertinent technology involving
both a variable-pitch under-the-wing (UTW) and a fixed pitch over-the-wing
(OTW) propulsion system. Overall UTW engine detailed design characteristics
are presented in Reference 1.
The UTW 50.8 cm (20 inch) Simulator test program was designed to eval-
uate, from a 1:3.55 scale model of the variable-pitch UTW fan, the aerodynam-
ic and acoustic performance of the fan and inlet. Tests were conducted in
the Aero/Acoustic Facility at the GE Research and Development Center in
Schenectady, New York. This report covers complete details and data from the
fan aerodynamic performance tests. Details of the UTW fan aerodynamic design
may be found in References 2 and 3. Results of the acoustic performance tests
are presented in Reference 4.
Basic UTW fan aerodynamic test objectives were to:
•
	
	 Obtain base operating maps of the bypass and core portions of the
fan at several conventional forward thrust rotor pitch settings.
•	 Determine the effect of off-design bypass ratio on performance.
n 	
•	 Determine the degree of circumferential-flow distortion induced by
nonaxisymmetric bypass OGV and pylon configuration.
•	 Obtain fan performance in a hybrid-inlet environment.
•
	
	 Evaluate fan forward thrust performance sensitivity to a tip radial
inlet distortion.
•
	
	 Determine reverse thrust performance over a range of through-flat-
pitch and through-stall-pitch settings.
•
	
	 Obtain core duct recovery and distortion characteristics during
reverse pitch operation.
The data reported herein have been used to update the fan performance repre-
sentation in the cycle deck prior to the full-scale engine operation. The
procedure adapted for performance map definition for the UTW fan is discussed
in Appendix B. Fan bypass performance and fan hub performance are treated
separately in the forward mode, with adjustments made to the raw data to
arrive at the most accurate estimates of stage efficiency. Further details
of the fan map update, particularly in the reverse mode, are described in
Reference 2. Aeromechanical response characteristics of the 50.8 cm (20
inch) fan are discussed in Appendix C.
3
LIST OF SYMBOLS
A	 Effective flow area, m2 (in.2)
BPR	 Bypass ratio
Cp	 Specific heat at constant pressure
DV	 Discharge valve
F 	 Gross fsn thrust, N (lbf)
g	 Gravitational constant
N	 Rotational ;peed, rpm
P	 Pressure, MN/m2 (lbf/in. 2 ); total unless subscripted with a
R	 Gas constant
r	 Radius, cm (in.)
T	 Temperature, K (' R); total unless subscripted with s
W	 Weight flow, kg/sec (lbm/sec)
cx	 Absolute air angle, degrees
0	 Rotor pitch setting (nominal or design setting a 0), degrees
Y	 Ratio of specific heats
b	 Ratio: (total pressure)/(standard pressure)
71	 Adiabatic efficiency
8	 Ratio: (total temperature)/(standard temperature)
Subscripts
F	 Fan
h	 Hub
M	 Property of gas mixture
s	 Static condition
t	 Total (stagnation) condition
0	 Ambient condition
1	 Fan inlet
14	 Outlet guide vane discharge
25	 Core duct discharge
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SECTION 3.0
FAN AFRO DESIGN AND DESCRIPTION
The adjustable pitch 50.8 cm (20 inch) Simulator Fan is an exact linear
scale (scale factor of 20.0 divided by 71.0) of the QCSEE Under-the-Wing
(UTW) variable-pitch fan, except for the transition duct that guides the fan
hub flow into the core compressor. Use of an existing facility drive shaft
required minor modification to the simulated core flowpath in this region.
The aerodynamic design point for the UTW fan is selected midway between
takeoff and altitude cruise engine operating conditions. Design-point cor-
rected tip speed is 306 m/sec (1005 ft/sec) with an average fan-bypass pres-
sure ratio of 1.34 and an average fan core pressure ratio of 1.23. For the
simulator fan, the design-corrected fan flow is 32.4 kg/sec (71.4 lbm/sec)
and the tip diameter is 50.8 cm (20 inch). The hub tip radius ratio is
0.443, which results in a specific flow of 199 kg/sec m 2 (40.8 lbm/sec ft2)
of annulus area. Design-point bypass ratio is 11.3, and the objective adia-
batic efficiencies were 88.0% for the bypass portion and 78.0% for the core
portion. Detailed UTW fan aero and mechanical design data are presented in
Reference 2.
A cross section of the UTW engine fan is shown in Figure 1. There are
18 variable-pitch rotor blades with a solidity of 0.95 at the OD and 0.98 at
the ID. Circumferential grooved casing treatment is incorporated over the
rotor tip. The vane frame is positioned at an axial distance downstream of
the rotor trailing edge equal to 1.5 true rotor-tip chords. The 33 vanes in
the vane frame are composed of five different geometries around the annulus
to minimize flow distortions that would otherwise be imposed by the pylon.
The vane-to-blade ratio is 1.8. Immediately following the rotor, in the hub
region, is an annular ring or island. The 96 OGVs for the fan hub flow are
in the annular space between the underside of the island and the hub. A
full-circumference axial gap separates the island trailing edge from the
leading edge of the splitter which divides the flow into a bypass portion and
a core portion. The island configuration was selected specifically to permit
the attainment of high-hub-supercharging pressure ratio during forward pitch
operation without causing a large care-flow-induction pressure loss during
reverse pitch operation. There are six struts in the core flow transition
duct.
Design rotor-tip relative Mach number is 1.13. The outer portion of the
blade employs a profile shape that is specifically tailored to minimize
excessive shock losses on the suction surface and still be compatible with
the inlet flow and energy-addition requirement,. Blade meanline shape and
point of maximum thickness vary radially. The blade shape is similar to a
double-circular arc profile in the 1 -b region. Profile shapes at other radii
are generally similar in appearance to the NASA multiple-circular are sec-
tions in which a small percentage of the overall camber occurs in the forward
5
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portion of the blade. Figure 2 shows a tip and hub section of two adjacent
rotor blades in nominal (forward), reverse-through-feather (stall), and
reverse-through-flat-pitch orientations.
The engine vane frame performs the dual function of an outlet guide vane
for the bypass flow and a frame support for the engine components and na-
celle. It is integrated with the pylon which protrudes forward into the vane
row. A conventional OGV system turns the incoming rotor outlet flow to
axial. However, the housing requirements of the pylon dictate a geometry in
which the OGVs undertto rn :approximately 10° on one side and overturn approx-
imately 10° on the otht: Ade. The vanes must be tailored to downstream
vector diagrams which co,. arm with the natural flow field around the pylon to
avoid creating velocity distortions in the upstream flow. Ideally, each vane
would be individually tailored. However, to avoid excessive costs, five vane
geometry groups were selected as adequate. Figure 3 is an unwrapped section
at the ID of the vane frame which illustrates the different vane groupings
and shows an approximate streamline pattern derived from an analysis of the
circumferential flow field.
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4.1 TEST FACILITY
Tests were conducted in the anechoic environment of the General Electric
Corporate Research and Development Aero/Acoustic Facility in Schenectady,
New York. A schematic view of the facility is shown in Figure 4, and a photo-
graph of the facility is presented in Figure 5. It is comprised of:
•	 A 2500 HP drive system for speeds up to 15,000 rpm.
•	 An anechoic chamber approximately 10.67m (35 ft.) wide, by 7.62m
(25 ft.) long, by 3.05m (10 ft.) high-designed for less than ± 1 dB
standing wave ratio at 200 Hz. All walls, floor, and ceiling are
covered with an array of 71.1cm (28 in.) polyurethane foam wedges.
•	 Porous walls for minimum inflow distortion to the fan when measuring
inlet radiated noise.
•	 Mountings and drive system for the fan allowing evaluation of both
forward and exhaust-radiated noise.
•	 Equipment for farfield inlet-radiated noise measurement on a 5.2m
(17 foot) arc from 0° to 110° relative to the inlet centerline.
In the forward mode, inlet flow entered the test cell through the
porous walls of the anechoic chamber. After passing through the fan, it was
split at the fan discharge into a bypass portion and a core po tion. The
bypass flow was ducted radially outward through a horizontally-sliding
cylindrical ring discharge valve and exited out the exhaust stack. The
core flow was collected in a manifold and exhausted through two pipes, one
on each side of the vehicle, to a set of pumps. These pumps were located
outside the test chamber and independently controlled the core flow rate.
In the reverse mode, the incoming flow entered through the bypass
exhaust stack. Part of this flow was discharged out the fan inlet, while
the rest was swallowed by the core and discharged in the same manner as in
the forward mode.
4.2 FAN TEST CONFIGURATION
The test vehicle featured adjustable-pitch fan blades that were mechani-
cally resettable at zero speed. In the forward thrust mode of operation,
tests were conducted with the blades set at nominal or 0° pitch, -5° (open)
pitch. and +5° (closed) pitch. In the reverse thrust mode of operation,
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tests were conducted in the reverse-through-stall direction at pitch settings
of -95° (open), -100% and -105°; and in the reverse-through-flat direction
at pitch settings of +78° (closed) and 473°. All tests were conducted with
the hardware as designed. The average vehicle running tip clearance at 100%
speed was estimated to be 0.61 mm (0.024 in.).
Test vehicle cross sections are shown in Appendix A. Figure 44 illus-
trates the forward mode configuration with the inlet bellmouth that was used
for most of this testing. The accelerating (high Mach) inlet was also tested
briefly in the forward mode. Figure 45 presents the reverse mode test
configuration with its accelerating (high Mach) inlet geometry. Both figures
indicate flow directions and schematics of the exhaust ducting.
4.3 FAN AERODYNAMIC INSTRUMENTATION
The fan aerodynamic instrumentation used in both forward and reverse
mode testing is described in Appendix A. In the schematics of the test
vehicle (Figures 44 and 45), all rakes, probes, and static taps are identified.
Fixed radial rakes were used to measure total pressures and total temperatures
in the fan inlet, bypass duct, and core duct. Radially-traversing arc rakes
were employed behind the bypass OGVs, in the forward mode only, to measure
circumferential profiles of total pressure and total temperature at 7 discrete
immersions. Cobra probe radial traverses were obtained at three axial
positions downstream of the rotor in the forward mode, and both cobra and
wedge probes were simultaneously traversed in the throat region of the
accelerating inlet in the reverse mode. Cobra probes measured radial profiles
of total temperature, total pressure, and flow angle, ?nd the wedge probe
measured radial distribution of static pressure and flow angle. Figure 46
shows, on an unwrapped ID section of the bypass OGVs, the circumferential
locations at which the rakes and probes were positioned.
4.4 TEST PROCEDURE
The pretest plan called for the following testing to accomplish the fan
aerodynamic goals:
•	 Clean inlet	 -	 Speed-line mapping for the nominal, +5°,
and -5° rotor pitch angles. This range
encompassed the important design and
operating points.
-	 Bypass ratio investigation.
•	 Distorted inlet
	 -	 Speed-line mapping at nominal pitch angle
with a tip-radial-distortion screen
designed for approximately 15%.
Pmax-Pmin at takeoff flowP
max
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•	 Accelerating (high -	 Speed-line mapping at nominal pitch angle.
Mach) inlet
-	 Reverse-pitch tenting at three flat-
pitch and three stall-pitch settings..
Discharge valve (DV) closure settings, plus blade speed and blade
setting angle, were the independent parameters that uniquely determined
a test condition. The core discharge valve position was uniquely related to
that of the bypass DV for any given bypass ratio. Accordingly, it was appro-
priate, as well as convenient, to identify a given test condition by the
bypass discharge valve closure setting. Figure. 6 shows representative speed
lines for the three forward-mode pitch angles test!-d and identifies a
bypass discharge valve closure setting with each of the test points. The
aerodynamic design point and two of the most significant engine fan operating
conditions, takeoff and maximum cruise, are shown. Operating lines for
these conditions are discharge valve closure settings of approximately 7.85,
7.70, and 7.88, respectively. These settings correspond to percent changes
in fan discharge throttle area of 0, -11, and +22 respectively. Note that
numerically larger discharge valve closure settings correspond to higher fan
backpressure and lower fan flow. Thus, numerically lower values indicate a
more open discharge valve and higher fan flow. Table I gives the discharge
valve closure setting for each of the data points.
Pretest cycle calculations for the 111W engine system yielded bypass
ratio as a function of fan speed and operating line. This relationship was
used in selecting discharge valve closure settings for bypass and core flows
for the actual test conditions. Separate bypass ratio-corrected speed
schedules were followed for forward and reverse pitch testing.
The procedure for initial running of all forward-pitch configurations
was as follows:
•	 Slowly accelerate to 50;5 speed at a DV closure setting yielding a
slightly lower-than-nominal operating line.
•	 Adjust DV to nominal operating line and continue to maximum speed
(not to exceed 110!), taking data in 101 speed increments from
70% up, along the nominal operating line and bypass ratio schedule.
•	 Map speed lines, beginning at 70% speed, by repeating the above
procedure at ether DV closure settings.
Reverse-pitch testing was performed along a sea level standard operating
line only: the only two control variables were speed and core flow. Unlike
the engine, which enters the reverse mode at speed by varying pitch angle,
the simulator started from zero fan speed with the rotor blades already set
in reverse pitch. The bypass discharge valve position was kept constant
throughout the majority of reverse-pitch testing.
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4.5 PERFORMANCE CALCULATION PROCEDURE
Data reduction procedures were specified for 7 separate data modes, as
described in Appendix A. These modes were characterized by the vehicle
configuration (forward mode, reverse mode, or acoustic test) and the type of
instrumentation installed (fixed rakes, traversing rakes, or probes). Real
gas effects and humidity corrections were introduced through variations in
Y, R, and Cp. Pressures and temperatures sensed by the rakes were arithmeti-
cally-averaged circumferentially and mass-averaged radially to obtain overall
discharge conditions. All d,.a were grouped and displayed in the following
categories: Inlet, Bypass OGV Exit, and Core Duct. Flow was calculated at
each of these regiuns by using assumed-area coefficients and the averaged
values of pressure and temperature sensed by the rakes and probes, along
with local static pressure averages. The total fan flow was determined from
data obtained from the three inlet rakes at Station 44.23 and the casing
static pressure taps at Station 36.0. An orifice located in the core suction
system was used to accurately measure physical core flow and provided a
consistency check on the other calculated flows.
4.6 PRESENTATION OF OVERALL FAN PERFORMANCE
Basic aerodynamic design of the UTW fan incorporates radial variations
in discharge total pressure and total temperature. Additionally, off-design
fan operating conditions will produce differing radial variations. Accurate
UTW engine cycle representation of the fan component requires recognition of
these variations to accurately match fan and core engine operating points.
Accordingly, overall fan forward-thrust aerodynamic performance is presented
in the form of two maps to distinguish the performance characteristics in
the fan-bypass and fan-core regions. One map presents fan bypass total-
pressure ratio and efficiency versus total fan flow. The second map presents
fan hub total-pressure ratio and efficiency, which are also plotted, versus
total fan flow. In essence, this method of presentation for UTW engine
operation assumes that the fraction of the total flow that passes under the
island depends only upon the combined equivalent discharge valve closure
setting and is independent of the individual discharge valve closure settings.
The axial gap between the island trailing edge and the splitter leading edge
does tend to decouple the fan from the independent throttling of the bypass
and core streams by virtue of the radial streamline shift that occurs within
the axial gap in forward mode operation, thereby, justifying the above
assumptions.
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SECTION 5.0
FORWARD MODE PERFORMANCE (CLEAN INLET)
Forward mode performance was obtained with simulated core flow with a
scale model of the engine inlet bellmouth installed. This is the vehicle
configuration and instrumentation layout shown in Figure 44. The overall
fan performance is presented at each rotor pitch angle setting with two maps
to distinguish the performance characteristics of the fan bypass and fan core
regions. Figures 7 through 9 present fan bypass measured test data that
have been adjusted by the methods described in Appendix B. The forward mode
aerodynamic data listing is presented in Table I. Additional forward mode
aero data were taken with an accelerating (high Mach) inlet installed and
is discussed in Section 5.8.
5.1 FAN BYPASS REGION
A fixed-area operating line through the aero design point is shown as a
dashed line on the fan bypass maps in Figures 7 through 9. At design speed
and nominal blade angle, the measured flow of 30.6 kg/sec (67.5 lbm/sec) and
bypass pressure ratio of 1.30 were, respectively, 5.52 and 3.0% less than
the design values of 32.4 kg/sec (71.4 lbm/sec) and pressure ratio of 1.34.
The major reason for the deficiency was that the pressure ratio at which the
flow began to diminish was lower than design intent, which indicated a
rotor deviation angle larger than design intent. Several factors complicated
the task of determining an overall stage efficiency, as explained in Appendix
B, resulting in uncertainties in the calculated results. However, the esti-
mated design speed adiabatic efficiency of 0.86 to 0.87 compared favorably
with the required design point of 0.867.
Maximum flow at design speed exceeded design flow, indicating that the
flow-passing capacity of the fan was not limited by the suction surface inci-
dence angle or by throat area restrictions. Above design speed, flow increased
less rapidly with speed along a given operating line than at lower-than-design
speeds. This rate of increase of maximum flow with speed at greater-than-de-
sign speeds was significantly less than observed on most other fans. Peak ef-
ficiency occurred on an operating line slightly less throttled than design,
and held relatively constant up to about 105% of design speed. A significant
deterioration in peak efficiency was noted at 110% of design speed.
Fan performance at +5° (closed) and -5° (open) rotor pitch angles exhib-
ited expected trends. Speed lines shifted to higher flow when the rotor pitch
was opened from nominal, and shifted to lower flow as the rotor pitch was
closed. Peak efficiency was slightly higher for the closed pitch angles at
comparable speeds, but dropped significantly as the rotor pitch was opened.
Peak efficiency occurred at or near 100% W/ r for the +5° (closed) blade angle
and dropped off less rapidly with overspeed than for the nominal blade angle.
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Table 1. U'I'W Simulator Data Tabulation, Forward Mode, Inlet Bellmouth.
Run Rdg 0 %N/,O
DV
Closure
Setting RPR
W1^1/bl
k8/see Stg P/P Stg	 +1
1 6 ('1° 80.0 7.73 12.9 25.52 1.1660 0.8508
1 7 0" 80.0 7.83 12.4 24.39 1.1736 0.8594
1 8 00 90.0 7.78 12.0 28.32 1.2253 0.8535
1 9 011 7.78 12.1 30.01 1.2565 0.8643
1 10 t" 100.0 7.78 12.1 31.63 1.2909 0.8657
1 12 0" 100.1 7.78 12.0 31.59 1.2903 0.8712
1 13 0" 100.1 7.58 13.5 33.27 1.2471 0.8265
1 14 0" 100.0 7.88 11.5 30.1.0 1.3042 0.8663
1 15 00 100.1 7.68 12.9 32.68 1.2705 0.8596
1 16 00 50.1 7.78 13.0 15.49 1.0624 0.8959
1 17 00 50.1 8.08 10.5 12.98 1..0685 0.8285
1 18 00 70.1 8.03 11.1 18.73 1.1370 0.8151.
1 19 00 80.0 8.03 10.8 21.33 1.1816 0.8053
1 21 0" 1.00.0 7.78 12.2 31.42 1.2913 0.8773
1 22 0" 100.0 7.98 10.8 28.40 1.3180 0.8466
1 23 00 95.0 7.98 .10.8 26.65 1.2754 0.8368
1 24 0" 95.0 7.88 1.1.8 28.46 1.2693 0.8711
1 25 0" 95.1 7.68 12.5 30.97 1.2419 0.8602
1 26 0" 95.0 7.53 13.3 32.24 1-1148 0.8155
1 27 (1" 95.0 7.3-3 13.7 332.60 1.1932 0.7609
1 28 00 95.0 6.93 13.9 32.66 1.1934 0.7637
1 29 (1" 95.0 7.78 11.8 29.87 1.2563 0.8684
1 30 0" 100.0 7.78 12.2 31_.57 11:1390 0.8777
1 31 0" 100.: 7.13 1 3. 5 33.4-1 1 .:.10.`"1 0.
1 32 0° 1.05.1 7.78 12.3 32.84 1.3186 0.8645
1 33 0" 1(15.0 7.88 11.6 31.76 1.3470 0.8764
1 34 tl" 105.1 7.96 11 .0 30.48 1 . _361 7 0.8637
1 311 0" 105.0 7.68 12.6 333.47 1.2907 0.8446
1
Table 1. UTW Simulator Data Tabulation, Forward Mode,
Inlet Bellmouth (Continued).
Run Rdg 3 %N/,'rO-
DV
Closure
Setting BPR
W1^1/61
kg/sec Stg P/P Stg n
7 1 00 100.1 7.85 11.3 30.30 1.2997 0.8525
7 2 00 100.1 7.78 12.4 31.25 1.2886 0.8638
7 3 00 105.0 7.58 12.8 33.52 1.2582 0.7749
7 4 00 110.2 7.58 12.9 33.92 1.2720 0.7399
7 5 00 110.1 7.68 12.5 33.76 1.3032 0.7843
7 6 00 110.0 7.78 12.0 33.04 1.3368 0.8164
7 7 00 110.0 7.88 11.0 32.30 1.3685 0.8305
7 8 00 90.0 7.58 13.3 30.16 1.1934 0.8295
7 9 00 90.0 7.68 12.6 29.23 1.2073 0.8536
7 10 00 90.0 7.88 11.2 26.67 1.2310 0.8431
7 11 00 90.0 7.98 10.5 25.04 1.2342 0.7944
7 12 00 90.1 7.78 13.2 28.16 1.2226 0.8600
7 13 00 90.0 7.78 9.0 28.55 1.2176 0.8660
7 14 00 89.9 7.78 7.8 28.78 1.2135 0.8644
7 15 00 90.0 7.78 1.5.8 27.24 1.2214 0.8558
7 16 U° 90.0 7.78 25.0 26.75 1.2220 6.8454
7 17 00 70.1 7.88 1.1.6 20.55 1.1297 0.8393
7 18 00 70.1 7.78 12.2 21.57 1.1249 0.8565
7 19 00 70.1 7.68 12.8 22.46 1.1177 0.8467
7 20 00 70.0 7.33 14.7 24.50 1.0958 0.7976
8 1 -50 50.1 7.68 13.2 17.59 1.0664 0.7642
8 2 -50 50.1 8.05 9.7 13.24 1.0696 0.6943
8 3 -5° 60.0 8.03 8.9 16.6; 1.1034 0.7104
8 4 -50 70.0 7.68 12.0 24.04 1.1355 0.7853
8 5 -50 70.0 7.98 10.1 20.61 1.1452 0.7326
8 6 -50 80.0 7.68 12.1 27.78 1.1805 0.7925
8 7 -50 80.1 7.91 10.2 24.04 1.1929 0.7490
8 8 -50 90.0 7.68 12.6 31.42 1.2472 0.8156
22
Forward Made,
Run Rdg t< %N/, t)
r
Closure
Setting NPR
W1' ©1 /61
kg/sev Stg P/P Stg	 11
8 4 -5" 90.1 7.83 11.2 28.65 1.2554 0.7953
8 10 -5° 45.0 7.68 11.9 33.42 1.2815 0.8165
8 11 -5° 95.0 7.80 11.3 31.62 1.2987 0.8215
8 1-1 -S" 100.0 7.68 11.9 34.31 1.3068 0.7935
8 13 -50 100.0 7.78 11.6 33.48 1.3321 0.8107
8 14 -5" 100.1 7.58 12.2 34.71 1.21809 0.7570
8 15 -51, 7.48 12.3 34.93 1.2583 0.7070
8 lb -5" 9`.0 7.58 12.5 33.97 1.2559 0.7810
8 17 -511 7.48 12.5 34.12 1.2346 0.7310
8 18 -5° 40.0 7.58 12.7 32.54 1.2316 0.7997
8 19 -5" 90.0 7.38 12.9 33.39 1.2083 0.7391
8 210 -5" 80.0 7.58 12.7 29.12 1.1721 0.7895
8 21 -5° 70.1 7.58 13.2 25.45 1.1273 0.7903
8 '? -5" 70.1 7.38 13.3 26.26 1.1152 0.7540
8 23 -5" 70.1 7.78 11.5 22.83 1.1117 0.8021
l0A 1 +5" 49.9 7.90 11.9 13.49 1.0564 0.8528
10A _'. +5" 4y.4 8.10 10.7 11.73 1.0630 0.8357
l0A 3 +5" 60,11 7.90 12.6 16.10 1.0840 0.8695
10f1 4 +5'' (10.0 8.10 11.1 14.48 1.0929 0.837:3
101% 5 +5'' 70.0 7.40 1 '. 3 14.08 1.1170 0.8663
l0A (I +5" 711.0 8.05 11.3 17.40 1.1269 0.8550
10.1 7 -+ 80.0 7.40 11.8 -11.95 1. 1 567 0.8655
l0A 8 +5" 80.0 8.05 10.9 20.41 1.1700 0.8`132
l 0:1 %) +5" #0.0 7.00 1 _. 1 24.71 1.20S5 0.8656
10A 10 +,,1' 0 8.05 1 1
	 .	 1 22.70 1 .22'9 0.8461
10A it +5" 05.0 7.85 12.1 26.95 1. _''270 0.8690
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Table I. UTtd Simulator Data Tabulation, Forward Mode,
Inlet Bellmouth (Concluded).
n Y
Run Rdg 6 %N/vr6-
DV
Closure
Setting BPR
wl/e-1/61
kg/sec Stg P/P Stg n
10B 1 +50 50.1 7.90 12.1 13.39 1.0567 0.8809
IOB 2 +50 95.0 7.85 12.4 26.88 1.2230 0.8834
IOB 3 +50 95.0 8.00 11.3 24.92 1.2470 0.8788
10B 4 +50 100.0 7.80 12.9 29.47 1.2477 0.8846
10B 5 +5° 99.9 8.00 11.2 26.45 1.2810 0.8802
10B 6 +5° 100.0 7.90 11.9 27.57 1.2634 0.8903
10B 7 +50 105.0 7.80 12.5 30.61 1.2704 0.8618
10B 8 +50 105.0 8.00 10.8 27.81 1.3171 0.8789
10B 9 +50 105.0 7.90 11.5 29.27 1.2946 0.8765
10B 10 +50 105.0 7.70 13.0 31.08 1.2383 0.8195
IOB 11 +50 105.0 7.60 13.5 31.19 1.2113 0.7770
IOB 12 +50 110.0 7.80 12.2 31.22 1.2872 0.8274
IOB 13 +50 110.0 8.00 10.9 29.05 1.3548 0.8714
10B 14 +50 110.0 7.90 11.7 30.57 1.3225 0.8614
10B 15 +50 110.1 7.70 12.3 31.31 1.2530 0.7862
10B 16 +50 110.1 7.60 13.3 31.64 1.2216 0.7351
10B 17 +50 100.0 7.80 12.8 29.15 1.2414 0.8713
10B 18 +50 100.1 7.70 13.2 29.91 1.2211 0.8488
IOB 19 +50 100.0 7.60 13.7 30.36 1.1986 0.8105
IOB 20 +50 100.0 7.50 14.0 30.68 1.1773 0.7588
10B 21 +50 95.0 7.85 12.5 26.72 1.2217 0.8679
10B 22 +50 95.0 7.90 12.3 26.16 1.2305 0.8726
IOB 23 +50 94.9 7.70 13.0 28.47 1.1966 0.8471
108 24 +50 95.0 7.60 13.3 29.08 1.1788 0.8096
IOB 25 +50 70.0 7.90 12.4 19.33 1.1152 0.8664
IOB 26 +50 70.0 7.65 13.7 20.84 1.0956 0.8192
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For the -5° (open) pitch setting, peak efficiency occurred at about 952 speed
and appeared to fall off more rapidly with speed increase than for the nominal
pitch setting. Also, a deterioration in peak efficiency was noted at lower
speeds.
'ro meet the UTW engine-required takeoff fan flow and bypass pressure
ratio at 94.51 corrected speed, the rotor must be opened approximately 3°
from nominal rather than the pretest estimate of V open. Increased speed
at less open pitch setting, however, would also satisfy the takeoff thrust
and flow requirements and would additionally improve efficiency because of
the efficiency trend with pitch angle noted earlier. Therefore, from the
fan performance standpoint, it would be desirable to match the required
takeoff flow and pressure ratio with the most closed blade pitch setting
possible. The potential detrimental impact of the resulting speed increase
on the acoustic signature of fans, however, needs to be weighed carefully.
Engine flow and pressure ratio requirements at maximum cruise conditions may
be satisfied at about 1081 speed, by opening the blade pitch approximately
1° from nominal rather than the predicted 2° closed setting. Fan speed at
the maximum cruise condition is set by the maximum mechanical rpm available
from the low-pressure turbine; for this reason a trade between a more closed
pitch setting and higher fan speed is not available. It should be noted
that maximum cruise flow and pressure ratio were not obtained experimentally
and are extrapolated values.
Operating limits of the fan near stall were determined at the nominal
forward pitch angle only, replacing the bellmouth inlet with the accelerating
inlet configuration. These stall-line limits are shown in Figure 10. Since
the blades were readjusted to the nominal pitch angle for stall testing, a
separate fan bypass map is employed to avoid confusion between data scatter
and ability to reset tl ►e same blade angle. Estimated tolerance on blade
pitch angle setting was +0.5°. At all speeds tested, except 95% speed,
rotating stall was limiting. At 951 speed, first flex mode instability was
limiting. A more complete description of the aeromechanical response is
given in Appendix C. The objective nominal pitch stall line was met or
exceeded at every speed, indicating sufficient stall margin for all engine
operating conditions. Constant speed stall margins were estimated as 201 at
takeoff and 15% at maximum cruise.
5.2 FAN HUB (CORE) REGION
Measured performance of the fan hub flow, Figures 11 through 13, was
close to design-point objective. Comparison was made at design speed and
nominal blade angle at a flow of 30.6 kg/sec (67.5 lbm/sec). This flow was
significant because it was the measured flow along an operating line through
the design point on the bypass portion map, as shown in Figure 7. Measured
hub pressure ratio slightly exceeded the design point objective of 1.23.
Cora adiabatic efficie.t,y of 0.84 was six points higher than the predicted
value of 0.78. As with the bypass performance, speed lines shifted to
higher flows and pressure ratios when tile, rotor blade was opened and shifted
to lower flows and pressure ratios as the blade was closed. Efficiency
increased along all speed lines for all pitch angles as the fan was throttled,
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without reaching a peak over the range tested. Similar to the bypass region,
fan hub (core) efficiency was slightly higher for the +5° (closed) pitch
angle but dropped significantly at the -5° (open) blade bitch angle. Maximum
fan hub efficiency achieved was 0.88, measured at 95% N/ r for the most
throttled bypass discharge valve closure setting at nominal pitch.
Engine-required fan hub pressure ratio, at takeoff conditions, was
1.20. The value achieved at takeoff fan flow for the nominal rotor pitch
setting and 95% speed was 1.19. Since the rotor blade must be opened or
oversped to achieve the bypass pressure ratio, the objective hub supercharg-
ing should be achieved. Maximum cruise engine-hub-required pressure ratio
is 1.25. This requirement was slightly exceeded at maximum cruise fan flow
and 100% speed for the nominal pitch setting. Since maximum cruise speed is
108%, the maximum cruise hub pressure ratio will probably be exceeded.
Cycle redefinition will be required, however, to determine where the system
will ultimately balance-out with the measured fan maps to determine the
core supercharging available.
5.3 ROTOR EXIT RADIAL PROFILES
Radial profiles of rotor bypass pressure rise and efficiency were
available from three sources:
•	 Fixed radial rake (Mode 1) data adjusted for discrepancies as
discussed in Appendix B. (Based on 3 fixed radial OPT, TT
elements) rakes between vanes about 1/2 chord downstream of
bypass OGV trailing edge.)
0	 Arc rake radial traverse data which assumed that the rotor exit
pressure was an average of the three highest rake element pres-
sures. (Based on radial traverse of four (13 P T, TT elements) arc
rakes about 3/4 chord downstream of bypass OGV trailing edge.)
•	 Cobra radial traverse data (0° rotor pitch only) at several rotor
outlet axial stations.
Primary observations from the nominal pitch OF = 0°) data presented in
Figures 14 and 15 were:
•	 Rotor bypass discharge pressure profile was essentially flat for a
relatively unthrottled (high flow) condition (Figure 14b, DV + 7.64);
throttling the fan increased the tip pressure rise significantly
more than in the hub portion. This observation is further illus-
trated in Figure 15, which shows throttling effects on both pres-
sure and temperature rise profiles. The temperature rise in the
hub portion of the bypass rotor flow remained essentially unchanged
over the range of throttle conditions.
•	 Rotor efficiency profiles showed efficiencies greater than unity
near the hub and efficiency dropoff in the tip regions. The
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unreal hub efficiency level was in part due to the radial inlet
temperature profile which was about 1° cooler (relative to the
average inlet temperature) in the hub region and about 1° hotter
in the tip region than fan face average. The net effect of the
Inlet temperature profile on a streamline basis would be to
increase the calculated hub efficiencies about three points and
decrease the calculated tip efficiencies about two points. The
inlet temperature also varied circumferentially. (see Figure
53, Appendix B.)
•	 Efficiency profiles were free of the "holes" which are character-
istic of trouble areas. The efficiency dropoff in the tip region
is typical of most fans and the magnitude was not subject to large
swings with change- in throttling.
•	 Fai-, agreement in rotor pressure rise was obtained from the three
measurement sources. The cobra probe radial traverse data indi-
c4rvd a relatively higher pressure rise, probably because it was
directly downstream of the rotor and was free of mixing and bypass
OGV secondary flow effects.
Radial profiles for the +5° (closed) and -5' (open) rotor pitch setting,
shown in Figures 16 and 17, respectively, display characteristics similar to
those observed for the 0° rotor pitch.
5.4 SIMULATED CORE INLET RADIAL PROFILES
Ring average radial profiles of pressure rise, temperature rise, and
efficiency, as measured by the rakes downstream of the transition duct at
the simulated core inlet for 100% speed and nominal pitch OF . 0°) are
plotted in Figure 18. One rake element at the outermost radial immersion
was found to measure total pressure inaccurately, often reading as much as
10% higher or lower than the other rake elements at that radius. Its value
was deleted from the ring or circumferential average. Radial profiles near
the design point, at a discharge valve closure setting of 7.85, followed
the same shape and nearly the same level as the assumed design profiles. As
the fan was throttled along the design speed line, the radial profiles
changed uniformly, showing no rapid breakdown of flow at the ;td wall.
Figure 19 shows the variation of the fan hub (simulated core inlet) efficien-
cies at three radial immersions over the range of discharge valve and blade
pitch angle settings tested. In all cases the immersion efficiencies in-
creased uniformly as the fan back pressure was increased showing very little
deterioration in the radial profile. Furthermore, the reduction in overall
core efficiency previously noted at the -5' (open) blade setting occurred
more or less uniformly across the span.
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5.5 BYPASS OGV PERFORMANCE
Performance of the bypass OGV was assessed relative to both total pres-
sure loss and induced circumferential flow distortion. The bypass OGV total
pressure loss was determined from arc rake radial traverse data at each of
seven immersions as follows:
(
Ap t	(Pt)Rotor Exit
	 (Pt) Stage Exit
Pt
Bypass	
(Pt)Rotor Exit
OGV
where
\Pt/Rotor Exit	 average of three highest are rake total pressures
(Pt) Stage Exit - average of arc rake total pressures which span anintegral number of vane passages (see Table V of
Appendix A)
Radial profiles of the bypass OGV total pressure loss are presented in
Figure 20 for four different vane types. Are rake measurements were made at
four circumferential angle locations as illustrated in Figure 46 of Appendix
A. Referring to Figure 46 of Appendix A, the different vane types are
classified as open 2, open 1, nominal., closed 1, and closed 2 according to
their respective design outlet flow angles of -10°, -5 0 , 0 0 , +5 0 , and +100.
Three of the circumferential locations, 32°, 239% and 334° (standard angle
convention is aft-looking-forward measured clockwise from top-dead-center),
were located approximately in the mideircumferential position for a given
vane type. The fourth location, 74°, was purposely located such that the
elements on one side of the rake sensed the wake from an open 2-type vane,
and the elements on the other side of the rake sensed the wake from an open
1-type vane. In general,measured loss levels were higher for the open 2
vanes and lower for the closed 2 vanes at the operating condition of Figure
20, a result consistent with the relatively higher loadings of the open vane
sets. An examination of the vane passage circumferential pressure profiles
in Figures 21 and 22 shows that:
•	 Open 2 vane (design outlet flow angle of -10°) wake is typically
wider than the ether vane wakes.
•	 Vane wakes at the 74° position, where an open 2 (design outlet
flow angle of 10°) and open 1 (design outlet flow angle of -5°)
vane form adjacent sides of the passage, are relatively shallow,
possibly reflecting the relatively smaller effective area ratio of
this passage..
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•	 Location of the vane wake relative to the trailing edge differs
between vane types, reflecting the differences in exit swirl
angles.
•	 Vane wakes are typically wider and deeper in the hub region.
The mG3t significant oboervation was the high loss level indicated for
the inner two immersions at F and G. At nominal bypass ratio, a portion of
the flow which passes under the island and through the core OGV spills over
the splitter and into the bypass duct. This portion is 1.6% of total fan
flow by design intent. Mixing was expected to wash out the swirl disconti-
nuity and localize any negative incidence effects to the bypass OGV hub.
However, the arc rake data indicated that the affected region was consider-
ably larger than would be expected from consideration of the amount of flow
involved. Figure 23 shows the effect of bypass ratio variation, which
directly impacts the quantity of flow under the island that is spilled into
the bypass stream on the loss profile. This figure indeed confirms that
the loss level at the two hub immersions is influenced by the spilled flow
in that reduction in the bypass ratio resulted in significantly lower losses
in the Bypass OGV (vane frame) hub. This suggests that the high-loss mechanism
is not inherent in the vane frame, but rather in the condition of the upstream
flow. A list of possible mechanibms would include:
•	 An unfavorable boundary layer shape factor at the bypass OGV hub
inlet due to mixing.
•	 Vortex formation in the shear region.
A comparison of the circumferential profiles in the hub region for the
bypass ratio variations is presented in Figure 24 and dramatically illus-
trates the reduction in wake size at low b ypass ratio.
The geometry of the OTW engine vane frame is common to that of the UTW
engine. In the OTW engine fan configuration the spiitter extends forward to
the fan rotor. Accordingly, it is expected that the high vane frame hub
loss will be diminished in the ON configuration.
The effect of bypass t hrottling is shown in Figure 25. For the two
more-throttled conditions which encompass the design and maximum cruise
operating lines, the profiles and levels are similar. The unthrottled case,
which is well below the takeoff operating line, showed significantly higher
losses, particularly in the hub and tip regions of the open 2 vane set.
A comparison of the loss profiles for the three rotor pitch angles is
shown in Figure 26. The profiles are similar, but opening the rotor blade
increased the overall loss level. Becaose of the difference in airflow
levels between blade pith settings, an attempt was made to separate out
this effect by defining an overall loss coefficient based on the downstream
dynamic pressure. The result: are summarized as follows:
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+5° 0.084
On this basis, it is apparent that part of the OGV loss increase at -5°
pitch is attributable to incidence angle mismatch, the other part being
attributed to the higher Mach number environment.
Representative bypass OGV outlet circumferential temperature profiles
for selected immersions are shown in Figure 27. The primary observations
for these data are:
•	 Significant temperature variation across vane passage (evidence of
streamline warping/secondary flow).
•	 Variation in average level between are rake locations.
•	 Relatively low temperature associated with wake region (determined
by looking at wake location relative to trailing edge in Figure
21 and comparing with the temperature profiles in Figure 27).
5.6 INDUCED CIRCUMFERENTIAL FLOW DISTORTION AT BYPASS OGV INLET
A circumferential variation of flow forward of the bypass outlet guide
vanes is inherent in the nonaxisymmetric design of the five distinct vane
types. Analytical studies of this configuration predicted flow deficiencies
in the vicinity of the vane passages formed between different vane types.
The distortion of this analytical model diminished rapidly forward of the
vane row such that no effect of any consequence was expected on the rotor
blade. Furthermore, the operating range of the outlet guide vanes was
estimated to be sufficient to accept the calculated distortion without
significant performance penalty.
Static pressure taps, strategically located around the OD circumference
at both the rotor discharge plane and the 0GV inlet plane, were used to
measure the magnitude and extent of the expected distortion. The results
obtained at nominal pitch and design speed are expressed in terms of the
average dynamic pressure, as shown in Figure 28. The measured dynamic pres-
sure distortion of +10% at the OCV inlet and +5^ to -27 at the rotor dis-
charge compare favorably to the analytical predictions. The implication Is
that this induced circumferential distortion in the flux field should not
have any significant detrimental effects on the operational characteristics
of the fan. This result .adds assurance that, when incorporated into the OTW
engine configuration, there will be no effect of any consequence.
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5.7 BYPASS RATIO EXCURSION
Tolerance of the splitter region and the curd flow to off-design bypass
ratio operation was investigated. A fail corrected speed of 90 was selected
as representative of conditions where off-nominal bypass ratios might be
encountered in actual engine operation. Data were taken at five core dis-
charpe valve settings while holding; the bypass discharge valve constant.
Static pressure taps around the splitter nose and along the hub surface
indicated that the s ystem operated satisfactorily at the nominal bypass
ratio, as shown in Figure 29. 'There was nu excessive flow acceleration or
diffusion along; the walls until the bypass ratio reached extreme values.
Over the splitter, at larger-than-nominal bypass ratius,the flow rapidly
accelerated behind the nose due: to the high effective angle: of attack of the
stagnation streamline and then diffused to the higher pressures at the vane
frame inlet. Below the splitter, as the bypass ratio is decreased, the
static pressure along; bath walls decreased as the tluw accelerated into tilt:
transition duct.
Radial profiles at the exit from the transition duct are shown in Figure
30 for each of the five bypass ratio settings. Overall fan hub (simulated core
inlet) efficiency and pressure rise attained maximum values at the nominal
bypass ratio setting or 13.2. However, the pressure ratio and efficiency were
relatively insensitive to bypass ratio between values of 9 and 16. As bypass
ratio was reduced, a gradual deterioration in the radial profile at the hub
was observed. The tip remained relatively healithy until the lowest bypass
ratios were reached. Separatioil from the splitter lip due to (iff-incidence
operation was probably responsibIc. The total temperature profile showed very
little effect throughout the h}lass ratio migration, either in level or in
shape. This indicates that the hyl)ass ratio migration had little, if any,
impact oil 	 operation of the rotor.
5.8 EFFFCT OF HIGH MACH T14LF.T ON FAN AFRO FORWARD PERFOVANCE
Limited fan aerodynan;ic performance data were obtained in the forward
thrust mode with the accele-ating inlet configuration and are presented in
Figure 10. These data were not adjusted by the methods in Appendix B, so
a consistent comparison with bellmouth inlet data requires the latter to
also be unadjusted. Figure 31 illustrates this by comparing; corresponding
bellmouth inlet unadjusted data points for the notilival (,1: = 0 0 ) rotor pitch
angle with data oil 	 speed lines with the accelerating inlet installed
(from Figure 10.) It was observed that the overall rotor bypass performance
was unchanged along; the 9W',,: speed line. At the higher flow rates of the
105: speed line data, the performance with the accelerating inlet was slightly
down from that measured with the bellmouth by appruximately 1 point in
adiabatic efficiency. This may he due. to the thickened rutor tip inlet
boundary layer set up by the lower total pressure recovery of the accelerating
inlet as fan flow increases. This cffIcit'ncy penalty was not considered to
be of sufficient magnitude to warrant a detailed inVVSttg;ation of the differ-
ences in rotor- blade element performance. Based upon the cumparlsons in
Figure 31, it was CoilClUded that the accelerating; inlet should not have
severe detrimental t'tteCts Oil tilt' 1 1 01- tor111at1Ce char.'Wtoristics Of the tail as
measured with the helimouth inlet.
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Referring to Figure 10 and Section 5.1, it is shown that sufficient
operating margin is available with the accelerating inlet, so that fan
stall or blade aeromechanical instability should not present operational
problems with this inlet installed.
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SECTION 6.0
TIP RADIAL INLET FLOW DISTORTION IN FORWARD MODE
The nominal pitch forward mode configuration, using the scale model of
the UTW engine bellmouth inlet, was tested with a tip radial inlet flow dis-
tortion. The distortion-generating screen covered the outer 40% of the inlet
annulus area. A measured distortion of 16%, defined as the difference be-
tween maximum total pressure and minimum total pressure divided by the
maximum, was produced at the de s ign flow of 31.9 kg/sec (70.4 lbm/sec).
The fan-bypass-stream performance map with tip radial inlet flow distor-
tion is shown in Figure 32. Operating limits, in the form of rotating stall
or high rotor stress, were determined at all speeds, as discussed in Appendix
C. Superimposed on the fan map for comparison is the stall line obtained
with undistorted inlet flow. At corrected speeds up to 90°0, the distorted
inlet stall line was well above anticipated engine operating conditions. At
corrected speeds above 90%, a significant loss in operating margin was
observed, with the largest loss occurring at 95% corrected speed. At 100%
corrected speed, the only speed at which rotating stall was encountered for
both distorted and undistorted flows, the sensitivity of the fan to the tip
radial distorted inlet flow is in line with the results observed from other
fans.
Fan hub performance with tip radial distortion is compared to data from
clean inlet tests in Figure 33. For the distortion data, the inlet pressure
was taken as the local hub value from the inlet rakes, rather than the
average inlet pressure for the whole fan. Total fan flow is corrected by the
average inlet pressure in order to be consistent with the bypass stream
performance map. It is clear that the tip radial distortion prevents the fan
hub region from producing as much pressure rise as it is capable of producing
with clean inlet flow. This could have an adverse effect upon the core
engine's ability to produce power to drive the fan, although it is somewhat
offset by the tendency for the fan hub region to exceed its hub supercharging
objectives, as described in Section 5.3.
The mechanism which limits fan hub pressure rise is apparent from Figure
34, a representative 95% speed operating point. Despite the fact that rotor
tip exit total pressure is lower than at the undistorted pitchline region,
the tip total-pressure rise ratio based on the local inlet pressure is quite
high. Thus, it is not possible for the rotor tip to produce all
higher pressure rise. Pressure levels at the inner immersions of the fan,
however, are related to those of the tip region through the radial equilib-
rium of static pressure: the inability of the tip to sustain higher loadings
limits the absolute level of fan exit pressure at all immersions. An alter-
nate way to visualize this is to observe that the tip sees high-incidence
angles because of the low inlet flow in the distorted region, loading the
t
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tip, while the hub incidence is reduced by the diversion of flaw from the
tip, thus unloading the inner region. These considerations dictate that hub
region total pressures will be generally lower than those near the tip. The
11witation on rotor tip exit pressures created by the tip radial distortion
prevents *he undistorted region from throttling.
A comparison of fan hub (core inlet) radial profiles with clean inlet
and tip radial distortion shows the profiles exhibit the same shape, but
differ mainly in the measured levels of pressure. So, when operating with a
tip radial distortion into the fan, the overall core system pressure rise will
be lower, but the core compressor inlet --dial distortion should not be any
worse than with clean fan inlet operation.
Fan hub efficiency for rip radial distortion is lower than for clean inlet
operation; at comparable points where the hub is Producing, the same amount
of work or temperature rise, the pressure rise is less.
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SECTION 7.0
REVERSE MODE PERFORMANCE
Reverse mode performance was obtained with the configuration and instru-
mentation shown in Figure 45. Outside ambient air was drawn through the by-
pass outlet line and discharge valve (DV) and into the bypass OCVs. Simu-
lated core flow was drawn through a separate valve and line.
An accelerating (high Mach) inlet was installed for all reverse mode
testing since this represents the configuration of the UTW engine. The
bypass discharge valve was set at 6.37 on its relative position indicator.
This setting was determined as follows: Model tests of the UTW engine bypass
exhaust nozzle, in the reverse-thrust configuration, yielded the radial-total-
pressure profile at the OGV trailing edge plane for a simulated forward
flight speed of 85 knots, shown in Figure 35. The discharge valve was
slightly closed to achieve a radial-- toLil-pressure profile which simulated
the model result. The actual sishownator-measured radial profile s also show
for the ,elected 6.37 discharge valve position and for a fully-open discharge
valve setting at a representative test condition. The acoustic splitter was
not include, is the simulator test vehicle. Overall total pressure recovery
at the bypass OGV trailing edge is shown in 'Figure 36, which provides a
consistency check on the flow entrance -vstem. Note that except for four
selected conditions,the discharge valve setting was 6.37. The effect of
closing the DV to 6.37 at high flow is to reduce the total pressure recovery
from about 99.2% to 98.02.
Testing in the reverse mode of operation was performed at pitch angle
settings of (open) -95% -100% and -105' in the reverse-through-stall-pitch
direction and at pitch angle settings of (closed) +73° and +78° in the
reverse-threzugh-flat-pitch direction. Tho reverse mode aerodynamic perfor-
mance data is summarized in Table II..
7.1 FAN PERFORMANCE IN REVERSE MODE
Overall reverse mod- performance of the fan is shown in Figure 37.
These results represent measured test data that have been adjusted by the
methods described In Appendix B. Except for the flagged symbols, for which
the discharge valve was fully open. the vehicle geometry was fixed for a
given pitch setting.
In the reverse-through-stall-pitch settings, th,-, reduction in flow, at
speed, with mere-open pitch settings, is consist 'nit with expectations. The
rather dramatic change in operating line was not expected, however. The
pressure ratio-flow operating line characteristic is an expression, via con-
tinuity, of the flow through an effective discharge area. Change& to the
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effective discharge area would be expected at different blade pitch settings
due to changes in radial distributions and changes in effective fan flowpath.
It is suspected that there is an interrelationship between these expected
changes and the geometry of the inlet such that a different inlet geometry
would result in a different operating line at otherwise the same fan geometry.
This suspicion was implied by observations of data taken during acoustic
testing with the low Mach inlet, described in Reference 4. The primary trend
noted in adiabatic efficiency is a falloff with increasing flow. A smaller
but noticeable effect of pitch angle is observed, with the highest efficiencies
at the most negative (-105°) blade pitch angle. Above a nominal airflow of
15 kg/sec and 80% speed, efficiency decreases with increasing speed.
In the reverse-through-flat-pitch settings, the vehicle was restricted
to a maximum speed of 65% at a pitch setting of +78° by high rotor stress.
Flow and pressure ratio, and therefore reverse thrust, at the +73° setting
are markedly reduced from the values obtained in the reverse-through-stall-
pitch direction. Angle settings less than +73° were expected to result in
even lower values. Since the +73° setting resulted in reverse thrust levels
less than objective, further tasting in the reverse-through-flat-pitch direc-
tion was terminated. A marked change in operating line from the reverse-
through-stall-pitch setting is observed. At least a portion of this shift
would be expected because of the marked difference in the rotor geometry
between the two directions of reversal. The influence of pitch setting on
the operating line in the reverse-through-flat-pitch direction is difficult
to determine due to the limited data. Adiabatic efficiency is much lower
than in the reverse-through-stall-pitch direction, probably because the blade
camber is in the wrong direction.
The reverse mode flow-speed relationship is shown in Figure 38. The
reverse-through-stall rate of flow increase with speed significantly dimin-
ishes at speeds above 80%. Although the 100% corrected speed tip speed is
only 306 m/sec (1005 ft/sec), the counterswirl imparted by the bypass OGVs
results in tip relative Mach numbers of 1.38 and J..23 for -95° and -105°
pitch settings, respectively, for an assumed counterswirl of 30°. Leading
edge suction surface incidence angles and boundary layer shock interactions
have significant potential effects on flow capacity at these Mach number
levels. The reverse-through-flat-pitch rate of flow increase with speed, as
shown in Figure 38, significantly increases at speeds above 100%. A contributing
factor to this phenomenon may be the relative Mach number entering the rotor
becoming supersonic; the resulting supersonic expansion around the leading edge
tends to reduce the suction-surface separation which would occur during sub-
sonic operation. This would result in a reduction in the effective suction-
surface angle which, in turn, would increase the flow capacity of the cas-
cade passage. This effect should be more pronounced on reverse-through-flat-
pitch operation than reverse-through-stall-pitch because the blade camber (see
Figure 2) is oriented more favorably for the latter with respect to subsonic
cascade performance. Note also the increase in efficiency with speed at the
+73° blade angle setting.
Data obtained from the traverse probes described in Appendix A were
numerically integrated to determine the total tangential momentum of the
flow. Using an assumed effective area, a swirl angle was calculated which
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would yield, on a one-dimensional basis, this tangential momentum while also
satisfying continuity. These "average" exit swirl angles, assumed constant
over the speed range for each rotor pitch setting, are tabulated in Table II
and listed again below:
Average
Rotor Pitch Setting
	 Swirl Angle
-95° through stall 	
-19.7
-1000	
-11.7
-105°	
-6.7
+73° through flat pitch
	
-18.0
+78'	
-16.1
The exit swirl angle from the fan has significance since only the axial com-
ponent of the discharge velocity produces useful thrust. The sign on the
swirl angle is such that the absolute velocity vector is turned through the
axial direction.
Fan gross reverse thrust, consistent with the overall performance maps
and calculated by the method described in Appendix B, is presented in Figure
39. The approximate scaled engine fan gross-thrust objective is also shown.
In the reverse-through-stall-pitch direction, the objective reverse thrust
can be achieved for each of the three pitch settings tested with the appro-
priate fan speed. A line of constant gross thrust, equal to the approximate
objective, is shown on Figure 38. As the pitch setting is changed from
(open) -95° to -105° it is noted that speed increases but flow decreases.
The implications of these trends on fan efficiency, core engine total pres-
sure recovery (discussed in the next section), overall engine operation, and
on the engine acoustic characteristics must all bo examined before the
"optimum" pitch setting can be determined.
In the reverse-through-flz,t-pitch direction, the "measured" reverse
thrust is significantly below objective at the +73 0 pitch setting. Some
additional reverse thrust is believed available at a more positive pitch
angle setting; however, high blade stresses precluded confirmation at a +78°
pitch setting. The mechanical canstruction of the engine fan rotor is
entirely different from that employe(: in the simu:.ator and, therefore, the
mechanical high-stress response of ^.he engine fan rotor will probably be
different from that observed in Lhe simulator. This difference may allow higher
reverse thrust levels to be achieved during engine tests with the blades turned
through flat pitch
7.2 SIMULATED CORE INLET PERFORMANCE IN REVERSE MODE
Measured flow conditions at the transition du, • t discharge plane are
representative of core compressor inlet conditions auring UTW engine opera-
tion. Total pressure recovery of this flow is of concern since it directly
affects the power available to drive the fan. Overall recovery level,
P25/Po, is shown in Figure 40 which shows the measured core total pressure
recovery versus total. fan inlet flow, the sum of fan rotor flow and core
flow, over the range of reverse-thrust blade pitch settings and speeds
tested. This recovery could also be displayed against core flow as the
independent variable. However, such a display exhibits a great deal more
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data scatter than is evident in the figure. These observations indicate that
the major loss is directly associated with the external momentum of the flow
entering the bypass OGVs.
Figure 41 shows some of the more significant pressures which affect he
level of core inlet recovery expressed as a pressure difference relative to
the dynamic pressure (defined as total minus static pressure) at the bypass
OGV ID (vane frame) trailing edge. Thus, unity on the vertical scale is the
dynamic pressure of the inlet ID flow in the reverse flow mode of operation.
There are three sets of symbols on the figure. The open symbols, in the
lower portion of the figure, represent the dynamic pressure of tht fiee-stream
flow at the leading edge ID of the vane frame, based on P SG. This dynamic
pressure is higher than that of the inlet ID flow by about 40% due to the
counterswirl imparted by the vane frame and radial equilibrium effects. The
solid symbols, in the middle portion of the figure, represent the loss in
total pressure from vane frame trailing edge to core compressor inlet, P14 -
P25. This total pressure loss is seen to be equivalent to about 1.75 vane
frame trailing edge dynamic pressures. Expressed in terms of the vane frame
leading edge ID dynamic pressure, the loss in total pressure is 1.75/1.4 or
about 1.25 dynamic pressures. The flagged symbols, in the upper portion of
the figure, represent the core compressor inlet static pressure, PS25• The
difference between the flagged symbols and the solid symbols expresses the
dynamic pressure at the simulated compressor inlet, which is seen to increase
as total flow increases. Since the intent was to maintain a nearly constant
bypass ratio for each reading, it is expected that, as total fan flow in-
creases, the core-flow dynamic pressure should also increase. There does
appear to be a trend toward lower core-flow dynamic pressure at total fan
flows above 22 kg/sec, but this is considered data scatter, a result of
not being able to accurately set the desired bypass ratio.
Obvious methods to improve the reverse-thrust mode core duct recovery
are to reduce the dynamic pressure at the leading edge ID of the vane frame
or to improve the geometry of the "slot entrance". The constraint on any
such change is that the performance of the configuration in the foeward mode
of operation cannot be significantly penalized. Since no simple change to
the geometry could be conceived within these constraints, and since cycle
calculations indicate that the engine system can produce the objective 35%
reverse thrust even with the low core inlet recovery, it was elected to
retain the geometry as designed.
Radial distribution of total pressure measured at plane 25 is shown in
Figure 42. Also shown is the circumferential, or ring, average radial pro-
file. The outer two immersions show a region of low total pressure which
probably results from the expected flow-separation off the splitter lip. As
an indicator of ;he consistency f the data, the radial distortion of the
ring average profile (average pressure minus minimum pressure divided by
average pressure) is shown in Figure 43. It is interesting to note that
distortion correlates best with core flow but that the recovery correlates
best with total flow. In addition to the tip radial distortion pattern, a
circumferential distortion in total pressure is also sensed with the transi-
tion duct discharge rakes. Rakes 1 and 2 measure equivalent levels of
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Rake 1
	
40"	 Strut at 0"
	Q Rake 2	 160"	 Strut at 120"
© Rake 3 330 0 Strut at 300°
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Figure 42. Comparisons of Radial Distributions of Core Inlet Rake Ele-
ment Total-Pressure Recovery at Various Circumferential Loca-
tions with -100° Blade Pitch (Reverse Mode) at 9(r, Corrected
Speed.
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k
pressure, but rake 3 reads consistently lower. The transition duct discharge
rakes were circumferentially positioned such that rake 3 is midway between
struts, while rakes 1 and 2 are one-third of the strut spacing from a strut
in a counterclockwise direction aft looking forward. Due to the swirl im-
parted by the bypass OGVs, the core struts operate at a large negative inci-
dence angle. Since rake 3 is circumferentially closer to this separated
surface, it is likely that the separation region has a greater influence on
its readings than on the readings of rakes 1 and 2. Flow calculations at the
transition duct discharge plane, when compared to the core duct orifice mea-
sured flow, indicate an effective flow area 20% smaller than the physical
area. This result tends to confirm the hypothesis of large circumferential
separation regions.
7.3 REVERSE THRUST MODE STARTING PHENOMENON
The UTW 50.8 cm (20 in.) Simulator Fan employed adjustable pitch blades
that were mechanically resetable at zero fan speed. During the reverse
thrust mode of testing, two distinctly different flow regimes were observed:
(1) a fully-stalled regime that was generally, but not always, present with
Initiation of rotor rotation, and (2) the "normal" type of flow pattern
associated with operation at useful reverse fan thrust. Tn all cases where
the fully-stalled regime was present with initiation of rotor rotation, an
abrupt transition to the "normal" type of flow pattern was observed at a fan
speed that appeared to depend upon the vehicle configuration and the other
test variables. Once the "normal" type of flow pattern was established,
there were no observed transitions back to the fully-stalled engire regime -
even during shutdown.
Operating characteristics of the fan in the fully-stalled regime are of
little interest since the reverse thrust produced by the fan is very small.
This is so because the flow exited from the inlet more or less; radially out-
ward and, in addition, the net flow through the fai.  was very small. Further-
more, except for the -95° (open) blade angle, the fully-stalled regime was
observed only at low fan speed. The presence of the fully-stalled regime at
initiation of rotor rotation and the abrupt transiLion to the "normal" type
of flow pattern is intriguing. However, Since an engine will go into the
reverse thrust mode by varying pitch angle at approximately constant speed as
contrasted to the fixed-pitch, variable-speed operation of the simulator fan,
a detailed study of .he abrupt transition phenomenon observed on the simu-
lator could not be _justified. Several. observations were piggybacked and will
be noted for completeness.
Phvsical indicators of the two flow regimes were obtained from a very
crude tuft arrangement at the fan inlet (where the flow discharges from the
fan when in the "normal" reverse flow pattern) and, at Ilighet speeds, from
the rotor stress-signal characteristics— The fully-stalled regime was char-
acterized by backflow Into the inlet through a large central portion, perhaps
751 of the inlet area, and out of the inlet along; the walls. The annular
ring of flow out of the inlet remained attached to the inlet lip until it
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approximately reached the inlet highlight where it separated and went more or
less; radially outward. For the "normal" type of reverse flow pattern there
was no evidence of ambient air backflowing into the fan inlet. Flow out of
the inlet separated from the walls in the near-vicinity of the throat and the
discharge from the inlet was primarily axial in direction with very little
radial component of velocity.
Initiation of rotor flow during acceleration was observed on approxi-
mately 30 occasions. The vehicle configuration and the fan speed at which
the abrupt transition from the fully-stalled regime to the "normal" reverse
flow regime occurred are given in Table III. For a given vehicle configura-
tion, the two test variables, other than speed, were bypass discharge valve
setting and core flow. The bypass discharge valve is not believed to have a
significant impact on the abrupt transition since the flow through the valve,
for the fully-stalled regime, was small and recovery across the valve should
therefore be near unity for the settings employed. The core flow does have
an impact on the abrupt transition as evidenced most notably by observations
11 and 24 through 27, versus observations 1 through 10. The settings employed
on the core flow were purely conjectured. Ideally, they should have been set
to simulate the engine core flow at the abrupt-transition fan speed. However,
since the abrupt-transition fan speed was not known, and no cycle information
was available to estimate the engine characteristics with the fan in the
fully stalled regime, no other recourse was available.
Further observations of this starting phenomenon, discussed from an aero-
mechanical point of view, and an illustration of the stall transition regime
(Figure 60) are presented in Appendix C.
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From the aerodynamic test results of the 50.8 cm (20 inch) scale model
of the , CJI JEE UN fan and inlet reported herein, several conclusions relating
to the operation of the QCSEE UTW engine may be drawn.
In the forward thrust {node, the design intent flow and pressure ratio
were not achieved at nominal (c-F = 0°) rotor pitch, but the variability of
the rotor blades and bypass stream exhaust nozzle in the engine allows for
specific objectives of flow and pressure ratio to be attained. Therefore, a
redesign of the fan rotor to achieve design intent at nominal blade angle
cannot be justified. From the standpoint of best aerodynamic performance,
it is desirable to operate the fan at combinations of high speed and closed
blade pitch settings; however. mechanical limitations and acoustic require-
ments may limit the extent to which this is done.
Although the belimouth inlet was used for most of the forward performance
tesCing, --,W'ficient data were taken with the accelerating inlet to determine
that it has no severe detrimental effects on the operating characteristics
of the fan. The operating limits of the fan near stall met or exceeded the
objectives, indicating sufficient stall margin for all engine operating
conditions. Testing with an imposed tip radial distortion showed fan sensi-
tivit y
 consistent with the results observed on other fans. The circumferen-
tial flow distortions produced b y
 the nonaxisymmetric vane frame were
small enough in magnitude so as to have no significant impact upon the fan
rotor characteristics.
Although the aeaodynamics of the engine fan were accurately modeled
with the 50.5 cm (20 inch) scale model, there are several aerumechanical and
geometric differences between the two that should be noted. The scale model
rotor blades. made of titanium, are indiviuuali y
 adjustable at rest, while
the engine blades, made of a composite material, are intended to be all
simultaneously fully reversible at speed. This characteristic may result in
differences in the transition phenomenon of the reverse mode operation
between scale modal and engine. The fan discharge duct geometr y
 in both the
core and bypass regions differs slightly due to limitations imposed by the
scale model test facility. However, those floapath differences should not
influence the forward thrust operation of the fan rotor or outlet guide vane
rows. Fran hub (core) flow is determined by the s y stem c ycle balance during,
engine operation, but had to be independently controlled for the scale
model. The c ycle :11101YAS predictions of engine b ypass ratio were simulated;
and to the extcnr that these predictions are accurate. the hub performance
reported for the scale model may be judged roprosrntative of the full-
size fan.
{
S1
In the reverse thrust mode of operation, the scale model demonstrated
that thrust objectives can be achieved with the rotor blades reversed through
stall pitch, but probably not when reversed through flat pitch. However,
due to the different mechanical construction of the engine fan rotor, differ-
ent stress-response characteristics may permit engine operation to higher
thrust levels when reversed through flat pitch. Core duct recovery, though
slightly lower than predicted, will not prevent the fan from producing the
objective reverse thrust. Any improvements made to the geometry of the
"slot entrance" for better core duct recovery would probably penalize the
performance of the configuration in the forward mode. Therefore, a redesign
was nct considered justified.
APPENDIX A
UTW 50.8 cm (20 inch) SIMULATOR FAN AERO TEST
INSTRUMENTATION AND DATA REDUCTION
INTRODUCTION
A portion of the planned test program for the QCSEE UTW Simulator at
CR&DC was allotted to fan aerodynamic performance tests. Basic aerodynamic
test objectives were:
•
	
	
To verify the aerodynamic performance adequacy of the fan design
prior to incorporation into the UTW engine configuration.
•
	
	
To isolate problem areas, if they exist, and provide adequate test
information for their resolution.
•
	
	
To provide data for updating the fan performance representation in
the cycle deck prior to UTW engine operation.
Specific tasks accomplished in support of these objectives were:
•	 Obtained base operating maps of the bypass and core portions of the
fan at several conventional forward rotor pitch settings.
•	 Determined the effect of off-design bypass ratio on performance.
•	 Determined degree of circumferential flow distortion induced by
nonaxisymmetric bypass OGV and pylon configuration.
•	 Obtained fan performance in a high Mach inlet environment.
•	 Determined reverse thrust performance through feather (stall) and
flat pitch blade setting angles.
•	 Obtained core duct total pressure recovery and radial distortion
characteristics during reverse pitch operation.
Instrumentatior and data reduction were coordinated to stay within the
following constraints:
•	 Scannivalve limitations (96 ports - 8 allotted to facility and
reference pressures leaving a total of 88 for fan aero).
•	 Fan aero temperatures limited to 44.
•	 Storage/computational limits for the Hewlett Packard data acquisi-
tion and reduction system.
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INSTRUMENTATION
The fan aero forward-mode instrumentation is shown in Figure 44. Axial
and circumferential locations of the bypass OGV outlet rake instrumentation
are shown in Figure 46, an unwrapped section of the bypass OGVs and pylon.
Fan sera reverse-mode instrumentation is shown in Figure 45 with the
reverse conZiguration.
Specific instrumentation is described below.
Radial Rakes
Three fixed radial rakes with 5 combination total-pressure, total-
temperature elements each were provided for use with both the inlet bellmouth
and high Mach inlets. For reverse pitch testing, these rakes were reversed
and moved to the inlet throat.
Three fixed radial rakes with 5 combination total-pressure, total-
temperature elements each were located in the bypass duct just downstream of
the bypass OGV trailing edge, as shown in Figure 46. Circumferentially, these
rakes were positioned behind the open 2 vane set, the nominal set, and the
closed 2 set. Provisions were made for alternate locations behind the open 1
vane set, the open 1-nominal vane passage, the nominal-closed I vane passage,
and the closed 1-closed 2 vane passage. In all cases, these rakes were
positioned at vane midpassages to attempt to avoid vane wakes. These rakes
were reversed for reverse pitch testing and measured the inlet flow field at
the bypass OGV trailing edge.
The core duct contained three radial rakes of 4 total pressure and
temperature elements each. All radial rakes had Keil-type elements designed
to accept flow angularity well beyond that expected for tesL conditions.
Table IV lists element immersions for the different radial rakes.
Traverse Arc Rakes
Two radially-traversing arc rakes with 13 combination total-pressure,
total-temperature elements each were available for traversing the bypass duct
approximately 3/4 chord downstream of the bypass OGV trailing edge, as shown
in Figure 46. The prime circumferential locations were behind the open 2 vane
set and the closed I vane set. Alternate locations were provided behind the
open 2 - open 1 vane passage and behind the closed 2 vane set. Traverse of
the nominal vane set was precluded due to vehicle-floor clearance considera-
tions. Arc rake immersions are listed in Table V for the forward mode only.
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Table IV. Radial Rake Immersions.
Inlet Rakes
Forward Pitch Reverse Pitch
R Immersion R Immersion
Element cm in. cm in. em in. cm in
A 23.90 9.41 1.14 0.45 20.55 8.09 0.48 0.19
B 21.39 8.42 3.66 1.44 18.06 7.11 2.97 1.17
C 18.57 7.31 6.48 2.55 15.24 6.00 5.79 2.28
D 15.21 5.99 9.83 3.87 11.89 4.68 9.14 3.60
E 1 10.90 4.29 14.13 1 5.57 7.57 2.98 13.46 1 5.30
Bypass Duct Rakes
R Immersion
cm in. cm in.Element % Immersion
A 24.69 9.72 0.081 0.86 0.34
B 22.89 9.01 0.251 2.67 1.05
C 20.93 8.24 0.435 4.62 1.82
D 18.75 7.38 0.641 6.81 2.68
E 16.31 6.42 0.870 9.25 3.64
Core Duct Rakes
R Immersion
cat in, cm in.Element
A 11.94 4.70 0,22 0.09
D 11.46 4.51 0.71 0.28
C 10.95 4.31 1.22 0.48
D 10.44 4.11 1.73 0.68
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Table V. Arc Rake and Cobra/Wedge Probe Immersions.
Arc Rake Immersions
Elements Not Included
R Immersion in Rake Average
cm in. cm in. A B 1 C D E F G N I J K L MPosition
A 25.031 9.855 0.610 0.240 X X X X
B 23.759 9.354 1.882 0.741 X X X X
C 22.410 8.823 3,230 1.272 X X X X X
D 20.978 8.259 4.663 1.836 X X X X X
E 19.434 7.651 6.208 2.444
F 17.760 6.992 7.882 3.103 X
G 15.913 6.265 9.728 3.830 X X
R = Radius of arc rake element G
Immersion is immersion of element G (from outer wall)
Cobra and Wedge Probe Immersions
at Inlet Throat for Reverse Mode
R Immersion
cm in. cm in.Position
A 20.577 8.101 0.533 0.210
B 19.461 7.662 1.648 0.649
C 18.283 7.198 2.827 1.113
D 17.021 6,701 4,089 1,610
E 15.657 6.164 5,4531 2.147
F 14.161 5.575 6.949 2.736
G 12.489 4.917 8.621 3.394
H 7.140 2.811 13.970 5.500
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Traverse Probes
Provisions for cobra-probe radial traverses were incorporated in the
vehicle at three axial positions downstream of the rotor as shown in Figure
46: (1) immediately downstream (temporary hole in the island to allow
traverse of rotor hub discharge), (2) downstream of the core OGV for investi-
gation of the island trailing edge vortex and stator discharge conditions, and
(3) at the inlet of the bypass OGV.
	 •
In reverse pitch operation, a cobra and a wedge probe simultaneously
traversed the throat region of the accelerating inlet to provide data for
reverse thrust and exhaust swirl determination. Immersions for reverse pitch
testing are listed in Table V.
	 E
Static Pressures
Static pressure instrumentation was provided for four purposes:
determine airflow, assess circumferential flow distortion, determine axial and
circumferential static pressure profiles, and monitor vehicle operation during
acoustic testing with rakes removed.
Static taps were located in the inlet, bypass duct exit, and core duct
for airflow determination.
Information on the circumferential flow distortion induced by the non-
axisymmetric bypass OGV was provided by rings of static taps upstream and
downstream of the bypass OGV. The statics were placed circumferentially to
indicate vane-set-to-vane-set variation and distortion between adjacent vane
sets. Forward propagation of the effects of a nonsymmetric flow field can be
detected by the static tap rings forward and aft of the rotor. A ring of
static taps was also located on the ID surface downstream of the core OGV.
Static taps were located to measure axial pr,)., iIcs on the splitter nose
and along the hub of the transition duct.
DATA REDUCTION
Data reduction procedures were specified for seven separate data modes
described below:
Mode 1
	 - Forward pitch test mode with all fixed radial rakes
installed.
Mode 1 (Mod)	
- Forward pitch radial traverse mode for cobra and/or
wedge probes.
Mode 2	
- Forward pitch test mode for radially traversing bypass
OGV with both arc rakes simultaneously.
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Mode 4	
- Reverse pitch test mode with all fixed radial rakes
installed.
Mode 5
	 - Reverse pitch test mode for simultaneous cobra and
wedge probe radial traverse of inlet throat.
Mode 6	
- Forward pitch test mode for operating -line monitoring
for acoustic testing with fixed rakes removed.
Mode 7
	 - Reverse pitch test mode for monitoring vehicle acoustic
testing.
In addition, a time-share program was specified for summary calculations of
the traverse immersion data of Mode 2.
Equations in the data reduction programs conformed to perfect gas
relationships. Real gas effects were accounted for through:
e	 Gamma (Y) variation with temperature and humidity
•	 Gas constant (R) variation with humidity
•	 Cp variation with temperature and humidity
These variations were defined for consistency with in-house programs that
utilize enthalpy tables.
FORWARD DATA MODES 1 AND 2
In general, flow rate is calculated from the following equation:
1-Ym
	1/2	 Ym+l
W = PAgym	 Psl Ym -1	 2(1)
rT	 R	 P	 Y-1
	 (Ps)2ym
P
m	 m
Fan inlet flow is determined from the average pressure (P1 in Figure 44)
and temperature (T1) measured by the three fixed radial rakes, the average
static pressure measured at the bellmouth wall (PsB), and an adjustment made
to the static-to-total pressure ratio to account for an effective inlet area
coefficient:
P	 P B
P = (1-K) P1 + K (2)
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It was assumed that K - 0.024, which is equivalent to an effective area coeffi-
cient of 0.99 at design flow conditions.
Core duct physical flow rate is accurately measured with an orifice
located in the core suction system. Core duct flow is also determined from
the average pressure (P25) and temperature (T25) measured by the three fixed
radial rakes at each immersion, and is compared to the orifice flow for con-
sistency. Similarly, the bypass duct flow is calculated from average
immersion pressures (P14) and temperatures (T14) measured by the three 5-
element radial rakes, and is compared to the difference between fan inlet flow
and inlet-corrected core orifice flow. Static pressures used in both the core
duct flow and bypass duct flow computations are averages of the wall statics
(PsK and PsI) and assume these values to be constant across the ducts.
Fan rotor adiabatic efficiencies for both bypass and fan hub (core) are
computed from mass-averaged enthalpies (actual and ideal) determined from
radial rake measurements. An independent check on the rotor bypass efficiency
was taken using the three highest-reading elements on each traversing arc
rake. Overall bypass stream stage efficiency is determined from mass-averaged
enthalpies of certain specified elements (see Table V) on the traversing arc
rakes.
REVERSE DATA MODES 4 AND 5
Flow entering the vehicle is determined at the bypass OGV trailing edge
plane from the average pressure (P14 in Figure 45) and temperature (T14)
measured by the three fixed radial rakes,.the average static pressure measured
at the inner wall (P SJ), and an adjustment made to the static-to-total
pressure ratio to account for an effective inlet area coefficient:
P	 P J
Ps = (1-K) P14 + K	 (3)
It was assumed that K = 0.073, which is equivalent to a 0.97 effective area
coefficient at a Mach number of 0.5. Both flow and fan speed are corrected by
6 14 and 6 14 . Core duct flow is determined exactly as in the forward mode.
Measurements of pressure (P1) and temperature (T1) in the fan inlet
throat and the downstream test cell pressure, PSO, are used to calculate
efficiency, flow rate, and thrust at each immersion. Overall stage values
of pressure, temperature, and efficiency are determined by mass-averaging the
immersion enthalpies. Traverse measurements of total pressure, static
pressure, and flow angle are used to accurately determine the axial velocity
profile at the fan inlet throat, from which the axial component of thrust is
calculated. From static pressure measurements along the inlet lip, the
pressure forces acting on the lip area are accounted for in the overall thrust
calculation. Having both fixed-rake data and traverse-probe data at the same
plane provided an opportunity to check the consistency of the data and the
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APPENDIX B
AERO PERFORMANCE MAP DEFINITION FOR UTW ENGINE
FORWARD PITCH BYPASS FLOW AERO MAP
The procedure adopted for aero map definition for UTW engine cycle
analysis was to assume radial rake (Mode 1) data for rotor performance, to
which bypass OGV losses were added to deduce stage performance. This was done
because fixed radial rake (Mode 1) data were available over the entire rause, of
simulator aero test conditions. Three steps were required to prepare the
simulator test data for final map specification:
•	 Adjustment of radial rake (Mode 1) data for known defects.
•	 Perturbation of radial rake (Mode 1) data to include arc-rake
measured bypass OGV losses.
•	 Reconciliation of temperature measurement differences.
The radial rake (Mode 1) data were believed to be in error from two
socirces; a low-reading bypass rake pressure element (third rake, inner
immersion), and an inlet rake wake shadow impingement on the third bypass
rake. Both of these problems are illustrated in Figure 47, which shows rotor
pressure rise measured by rake 3 ratioed to the average of the pressure rise
measured by rakes 1 and 2 versus discharge valve closure setting for the blade
pitch angles tested. The top half of Figure 47 shows the ratio for the outer
four Immersions to illustrate the effect of removing the inlet rake, and the
bottom half shows the ratio for the inner immersion to indicate the low
reading element (note the scale difference). Since the inlet rake wake shadow
was a mass transport phenomenon, its effect on the fixed location downstream
pressure measurement was e.cpected to be related to rotor exit swirl. This was
observed in Figure 47, which showed the third rake pressure deficiency to
increase with increasing rotor exit swirl through opening the discharge valve
or opening the rotor blade. At the + 5° rotor pitch, inlet rake 3 was
removed, and the pressure level measured by the third bypass rake increased to
a level comparable to that measured by the other two bypass rakes.
The low-reading inner element of bypass rake 3 is more difficult to
expl;tin. Bypass rakes 2 and 3 were interchanged with the results illustrated
in Figure 48. For the inner immersion, rake 3 sensed a pressure level
comparable to rake 2 in the 166° location, and rake 2 sensed a pressure level
considerably higher than that measured by rake 3 in the 314° location. In
other words, the only combination of rake and location which resulted in the
low pressure measurement was rake 3 in location 3. Arc rake results show a
very narrow circumferential free-stream at the inner immersions. It is
suspected that rake 3 installed in location 3 deviated from radial such that
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the inner element sensed the bypass vane wake rather than the free stream.
Use of radial rake (Mode 1) data for rotor performance required the factoring
out of any sensed vane wakes.
Adjustment to the fixed radial. rake (Mode 1) data to account for the
bypass rake 3 discrepancies was to set the overall rotor pressure rise at a
level of 0.99 times the average of the pressure rise measured by rakes 1 and
2. In effect, this assigned to the third rake a level of 0.97 times the
average of the pressure rise measured by rakes 1 and 2. The value of 0.97 was
based on the measured level with the inlet rake removed (Figure 47). The
effect of the adjustment was to increase the rotor pressure rise, the largest
increase being for the -5° (open) blade angle and the smallest for the +5°
(closed) blade angle. Adjusted rotor pressure rise versus DV characteristics
are shown in Figure 49. Included for comparison is the rotor exit pressure
rise deduced from the arc rake traverse data, shown with symbols. These
results agreed well with the adjusted radial rake (Mode 1) data, shown as a
solid line in Figure 49.
The next step was to adjust the radial rake (Mode 1) data for the bypass
OGV total pressure loss to obtaiti overall stage performance over the range of
test conditions. Figure 50 shows the bypass OGV loss versus discharge valve
characteristics based on the arc rake traverse data. Some circumferential
variation in loss was noted, with lower losses measured for the closed vane
sets. This observation is consistent with the lower loadings for these vane
sets. To obtain an overall bypass OGV loss, an average of the open 2 (design
outlet flow angle of -10°) and closed 1 (design outlet flow angle of +5°) vane
losses was used, since only those two traverse locations were common to the
three rotor pitch angles tested.
Traverse data for each rotor pitch setting were usually limiter. ,
 to one
speed, so a means of applying the OGV loss to the radial rake (Mode. 1) data at
all speeds was derived as follows: the overall OGV loss was nondimenszonalized
by the adjusted rotor total--pressure rise from radial rake data (Mode 1) at
the same discharge valve closure setting and speed, and the resulting ratio of
OGV loss/rotor total-pressure rise versus discharge valve closure setting
curves, shown in Figure 51, were assumed to be applicable over the range of
test conditions. As a check on this assumption, 90% and 105% corrected speed
traverse points were compared co the curve derived from 100% corrected speed
traverse data at the nominal rotor pitch setting. The comparison, shown in
Figure 51, indicated satisfactory agreement.
A comparison of the stage total-pressure rise derived from the radial
rake (Mode 1) data with the traverse stage data is shown in Figure 52.
Agreemey L was good, as would be expected from the corresponding good agreement
of the rotor exit results (Figure 49).
Final step in the map definition was to arrive at a best estiwate of the
stage efficiency, a task complicated by the following factors:
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•	 Both radial and circumferential inlet temperature profiles existed,
with variations from the average of about ±3°. A typical pattern is
shown in Figure 53 at the fan inlet.
•	 A significant circumferential temperature variation across the
individual vane frame passages was measured by the arc rake (Figure
27).
•	 The low overall temperature rise across the fan magnified the effect
of any small temperature measurement errors on calculated efficiency.
Use of the radial rake (Mode l) temperatures for efficiency determination had
the advantage of being available over the entire aerodynamic test range, but
lacked the accountability for the vane passage profile effects. The arc rake
data provided a good weighted average across the vane passage, but had the
disadvantage of being restricted to selected test conditions. Also,
presumably due to the inlet temperature variation, a significant circumferential
variation in rotor exit temperature was evident, as illustrated in Figure 54.
For the Mode 1 temperatures, the inlet-rake-wake rotor interaction might
be expected to have some impact on the bypass rake 3 measurements. For the
two cases with the inlet rake removed, it was observed that the rotor
temperature rise measured by bypass rake 3 increased slightly at one DV
setting and remained unchanged at the other DV setting. Because of the
significant circumferential temperature nonuniformities occurring in the
vehicle, it was concluded that a temperature adjustment similar to the
pressure adjustment to account for the inlet-rake-wake effect was of dubious
value. Accordingly, the fixed rake temperatures were used as is for effi-
ciency calculations.
Figure 55 compares stage efficiency using pressure-adjusted fixed radial
rake (Mode 1) rotor efficiency and bypass OGV loss (solid line) to stage
efficiency calculated directly from the arc rake traverse (symbols). Relative
to the arc rake levels, the fixed rake efficiencies are lower at -5° rotor
pitch, higher at 0° pitch, and about the same at +5° pitch. The deduced,
fixed-rake efficiencies result in a more realistic trend of peak efficiency
versus pitch angle and consequently were adopted for map definition. Due to
the aforementioned problems, however, some uncertainty remains relative to
absolute efficiency levels.
FORWARD PITCH-HUB FLOW AERO MAP
Fan hub performance was deduced from measurements of total pressure and
total temperature with radial rakes positioned between and aft of the core
duct struts. In order to determine flow conditions at the core stator dis-
charge plane, the plane at which fan hub performance is assumed in the engine
cycle, a transition duct loss must be subtracted from the measured hub total
pressure. A total-pressure-loss coefficient, equal to the value used in the
engine cycle representation, was assumed for the transition duct. Duct
pressure loss was then calculated for each data point from the measured duct
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corrected flow. All measured total pressures were then adjusted upward by
this calculated duct loss. Total temperature was assumed to be unchanged.
Fan hub adiabatic efficiency was recalculated to reflect the higher total
pressure. The method assumes these total pressures and total temperatures
also apply to that portion of the fan hub flow not ingested by the core. The
fan hub performance maps present the adjusted core data as representative of
the fan hub flow passing below the island.
Representation of the fan hub performance in the UTW engine cycle is
described in terms of modifying factors applied to the bypass stream perfor-
mance maps. Details of the derived correlations for fan hub pressure ratio
and efficiency are given in Reference 2.
REVERSE PITCH AERO MAP
Reverse pitch performance was obtained by the procedure outlined below:
•	 Fixed rake data were taken at several speeds per pitch setting. At
a selected speed, the inlet throat was traversed with a wedge and a
cobra probe to measure rotor exit total temperature, total and
static pressures, and swirl profiles. The traverse data were
integrated to obtain flow, thrust, and mass-weighted temperature and
pressure. At the reverse-through-stall-pitch settings, the
traverse-obtained rotor flow was found to be greater than the flow
obtained by subtracting the core flow from the bypass duct cal-
culated flow as illustrated below:
Pitch	 Traverse Flow/Exlet Minus Core Flow
-95° 1.038
-100 0 1.068
-105 0 1.023
1.043 avg
Possible sources of error in the bypass duct flow measurement
include the assumption of an effective area coefficient of 0.97, the
assumption of a radially constant total pressure numerically equal
to the arithmetic average of the three, five-element radial rakes
and the assumption of a radially constant static pressure numerically
equal to the hub static pressure. Tip static pressures were
excluded from the average because of the influence of local wall
curvature. These static pressures read lower than at the hub, as
expected. Since reverse thrust calculation utilized the traverse
data solely, a multiplier of 1.043 was applied to the bypass duct
minus core flow to improve the consistency between the flow maps and
the thrust calculation.
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•	 Rotor pressure and temperature rise measured by the fixed rakes
were adjusted to agree with traverse results at the common speed.
At other speeds, the same adjustment ratio was applied to the fixed
rake data to complete the reverse pitch maps. Adjustment ratios are
tabulated below:
	
Pitch
	
AT traverse	 AP traverse
	
Angle	 AT fixedrake AP fixedrake
	
-95 0	 .9903	 1.0036
	
-100°	 0.9391	 0.9455
	
-105 0	 .9034	 0.8727
	
+73°	 0.8970	 0.8381
	
+78 0	 .8970	 0.8381
This adjustment is required, not because of marked differences
between traverse and fixed-rake pressures and temperatures at any
given immersion, but because of the differences in weighting the
immersion values to obtain an overall value. Mass-weighting was
used in both cases, but different static pressures were used in
determining the immersion weight flows. The chamber pressure
(ambient) was used for the fixed-rake data, whereas the actual
throat radial static profile was used for the traverse data. Since
the actual throat static pressure was less than ambient and varied
radially, differences in weighted values would be expected.
•	 At the reverse-through-flat-pitch settings, the cobra probe was
inoperative, and total pressure and temperatures were obtained from
the fixed-rake profiles at the standard cobra immersions. The
immersion values were then mass-weighted using the wedge probe
static pressures.
•	 Reverse thrust was determined by integrating the inlet throat axial
momentum flux and pressure area terms across the throat and lip.
These results were ratioed to the axial component of ideal thrust
obtained by isentropic expansion of the rotor flow to ambient static
pressure.
These results are summarized below:
	
Pitch	 Integrated Thrust/Ideal Thrust X Cos (Exit Swirl)
	
-95 0	 .9223
	
-100 0	 .9438
	
-105 0	 .8823
	
+73°	 0.9161
0.9161 avg
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A relationship of these thrust ratios to the rotor flow ratios
described earlier was noted; i.e., where the thrust ratio was high
the flow ratio was also high. Accordingly, since an average of the
flow ratios was used to adjust the rotor flow, an average of the
thrust ratios was used to obtain the final reverse thrust values for
all pitch settings.
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APPENDIX C
AEROMECHANICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE UTW 50.8 co
(20 INCH) SIMULATOR FAN
BACKGROUND
This Appendix deals with the aeromechanical response characteristics of
the NASA QCSEE 50.8 cm (20 inch) Under-the-Wing (UTW) Simulator Fan. This
simulator fan was designed, built, and tested to provide early acoustic and
aerodynamic data applicable to the design of the full-scale QCSEE UTW fan.
The simulator fan blade shape and fan flowpath contours at 100% speed are a
20171 scale of a full-size fan. This fan is shown in Figure 56.
The full-size version of the UTW fan is a flight weight, variable-pitch
fan utilizing composite fan blades. This fan is capable of providing reverse
thrust for braking by reversing the pitch angle of the blades. Reverse pitch
can be accomplished through either open or closed pitch as indicated by
Figure 2. The full-scale composite fan blades are mounted on titanium trun-
nions which are centrifugally restrained by ball-thrust bearings. The blade-
pitch actuator is driven through a differential gear by a stationary hy-
draulic motor.
The simulator version of the UTW fan was designed to provide adjustable
pitch blades but not variable when the fan is rotating. A single-piece
titanium blade and trunnion replaces the two-piece composite and titanium
full-scale design. This blade, with its associated mating components, is
shown in Figure 57.
Within the program restraints of cost and timing, the aeromechanical
characteristics of the simulator UTW fan were made as similar as possible to
the full-scale fan. In addition to the similar blade and flowpath contours,
the lower blade vibratory modes (after scaling) are very close to those
predicted for the full-scale fan blades. The simulator fan disk is steel
instead of titanium and employs a design concept and blade-to-disk stiffness
ratio similar to the full-scale disk design. Some significant aeromechanical
differences remain in these fans due to the different densities of the blade
materials and different methods of blade retention. These differences will
be discussed as they apply to the aeromechanical response of the simulator
fan.
Dynamic strain gages were installed on blades of the simulator fan and
were monitored during aerodynamic tests. Provisions for these gages have
been made during the conceptual design of the rotor. This probably contri-
buted to the excellent strain gage reliability during the tests in spite of
the complexity and potential for lead-out damage in an adjustable-pitch fan.
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FAN BLADE FREQUENCY RESPONSE
UTW simulator fan blade frequency response, as measured in laboratory
tests, was in good agreement with those values previously predicted by the
Twisted-Blade computer program.. The program is a cambered and twisted-beam
program used for lower-mode frequency and vibratory stress distribution
prediction. Since there is some blade cross section discontinuity in the
region of the blade root, some analytical adjustment in this region was
employed in line with previous experience.
The ring disk for the UTW simulator fan provides a stiff platform for
the blade support. As predicted analytically, this disk did not contribute
to a discernible drop in the blade-disk system mode frequencies over those
measured in the laboratory for individual blades. These blade frequencies,
as determined in the laboratory and during fan testing, are shown in Figure
58 and are tabulated in Table VI. The first axial mode on the simulator
blade (690-770 cps) should not have a direct counterpart on the full-scale
fan. The trunnion restraint locations and trunnion flexibilities that give
rise to this mode on the simulator blade are not duplicated in the full -scale
design.
STRAIN GAGE SCOPE LIMITS
Vibratory stress patterns for the blade vibratory modes were determined
by laboratory tests. Based on these patterns, 3 strain gage locations on the
blades were selected. These locations were picked so that at least one of
the locations would be responsive to blade vibration in each of the lower 10-
blade modes. Care was also taken to select locations where neither the
strain gage nor its lead wires were likely to fail from fatigue before the
blade.
"Scope limits", or vibratory stress limits for these gages, were calcu-
lated for each of the lower-blade modes. These limits normally represent the
maximum vibratory stress at which the blade may be allowed to continuously
vibrate without initiating a fatigue failure at some location on the blade.
This point where the fatigue crack would be initiated is referred to as the
"critical location" and is different for each vibratory mode.
The critical location depends upon both the steady state and the vibra-
tory stress. Since the blade steady-state stress pattern increases roughly
with the speed squared, the scope limits must be calculated as a function of
fan speed. An additional complication is introduced in calculating scope
limits for an adjustable pitch fan; i.e., the steady-state stress pattern is
also a function of the blade pitch angle. This is because the aerodynamic
blade loading and the twisting moment generated by the radial centrifugal
field are pitch angle dependent. The effect of these changes on the blade
steady-state stress pattern is not insignificant for a fan to be tested in a
pitch angle range of approximately 180°. Technically correct blade scope
limits would, therefore, require the calculating of a carpet of values as
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Table VI. UTW Simulator Fan Blade Scope Limits.
KSI - Double Amplitude
M.
Mode Lab.
Frequency
Gage
No.
Fan Speed Critical
Location11516 13820
CPS
1F 237 1 51.4 44.9 40.8 Root
2 52.0 45.4 41.3 Convex Side
3 52.6 45.9 41.8 tfidchord
lA 690 1 46.4 40.3 37.4 Root
2 25.3 21.9 20.4 Convex Side
3 31.2 27.0 25.1 Midchord
1T 986 1 39.7 34.7 31.8 Root
2 50.1 44.0 40.2 Concave Side
3 25.1 22.0 20.1 Trailing Edge
2F 1242 1 30.3 28.5 25.5 Root
2 57.0 47.0 40.3 Fillet
3 38.2 32.5 29.1 Trailing Edge
3F 2358 1 26.4 23.6 21.2 Root
2 64.0 57.0 51.3 Concave Side
3 43.8 38.6 35.2 Trailing Edge
2T 2978 1 28.8 28.8 28.8 Tip
2 10.8 10.8 10.8 Corner
3 24.5 24.5 24.5 Trailing Edge
Higher Mode Scope Limits at 1007 Speed (11516 rpm)
Mode 7th 8th 9th 10th
I.ab. 3882  4631 5410 5628
Frequency
Cate No.	 1 6.5 31.8 0.7 15.4
2 47.5 2.6 18.0 39.8
3 12.2 29.2 4.3 4.2
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a function of both speed and pitch angle. This approach was not taken be-
cause the *%tra precision in scope limits achieved was not felt to be worth
the considerable effort required. instead, the steady-state stress pattern
for the blade was calculated based on the worst por_aible combination of
aerodynamic and centrifugally induced loads for each blade location. This
"dummy" steady-state stress pattern represents , ,.he highest steady-state
stress possible at each blade location for any blade pitch angle at a given
speed. for a given blade pitch angle, the real stress at a point could be
equal to, but never greater than, the calculated dummy stress. This insures
that the scope limits calculated using this dummy stress pattern would always
be conservative.
blade dummy steady-state stresses above the blade root were calculated
using the Twisted-Slade computer program. To calculate the dummy stresses
near the blade root, the worst components of moments and forces in this
region were determined. Stress-influence coefficients (i.e., stress per unit
load) due to these components were experimentally determined for many points
in this region. Multiplying these stress-influence coefficients by the
appropriate components of the loads and summing determined the dummy steady-
state stress distribution.
With both the dummy steady-state rtress pattern and the vibratory stress
patterns known, the critical points for the various vibratory modes were
determined using the fatigue-limit material properties diagram for the
airfoil material (6-6-2 Titanium). The fatigue Limit Diagram used was the
average fatigue-limit curve minus three standard deviations which represents
the minimum expected material properties.
With the critical point located, with the allowable vibratory stress at
this location available, and with the vibratory stress pattern known, the
scope limit for a particular airfoil strain gage may be calculated using the
following equation:
Scope limit - 2 (oaaae/ocritical point )aa
K1 K2 K3
where,
oe the single-amplitude endurance limit at the critical point on
the blade in this vibratory mode, as determined by the Fatigue
Limit Diagram for the blade material and the dummy steady-
state stress at the location.
v	 - the ratio of the vibratory stress at the location of the
°crit cal	 strain gage to the vibratory stress at the critical point
point	 on the blade for the vibration mode being considered.
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ti
K1
 = a blade-to-blade vibratory response variation allowance factor
(1.3, based on past experience).
K2 = a factor for allowance for tolerance in the strain gage
electronics circuit (1.05).
K3 - ar allowance for the sensitivity of the monitoring gage to
slight changes in mode shape, such as might be expected
due to manufacturing tolerance, 1/8" gage mislocation, etc.
(1.22).
_-
	
	 It is easier in practice to read a vibratory stress signal on an oscil-
loscope from peak-co-peak of the wave rather than its amplitude. Scope
limits are, there-fore, normally calculated in this manner. This peak-to-peak
or double amplitu± r.wthod of presenting scope limits is the reasor_ behind
the "two" in t he numerator of the scope—limit equation. The scope limits for
the QCSEE Simulator Fan blade are given in Table VI.
AEROMECHANICAL INSTRUMENTATION
1. Rotor	 - The rotor blades were instrumented with nine
strain gages; eight were connected to the
slip ring.
2. Core Vanes	 - The core vanes were instrumented with three
strain gages.
3. Inlet Rakes	 - Three inlet rakes were instrumented with two
gages each. Three gages, one from each rake,
were monitored throughout all forward mode
testing.
4. Bypass Duct Rakes - Three bypass duct rakes were instrumented
with one gage each. All three gages were
monitored throughout all reverse mode testing.
5. 14-Channel	 - A 14 channel recording and monitoring system
Recording and
	
were sent out to CRO on a loan basis for use
Monitoring System	 throughout the Simulator Program.
The recording and monitoring system described comprises three
racks of equipment on a dolly. Fourteen signals are amplified, presented
for monitoring and analysis, and recorded. Each system consists of the
following:
1. DC Power supply to excite strain gages.
2. Means for plugging in either strain gages or other signals.
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3. Amplifiers to amplify transducer signals over the range of 5
to 5000 Hertz.
4. Probe scope monitor oscilloscopes to observe each of the 14
channels.
1
5. Over-stress indicators to light a warning lamp when any input
exceeds a preset limit. }
3	 -
6. A 12.7 cm (5 inch) oscilloscope for more detailed examination of
any signal.
s
7. A panoramic analyzer to display the frequencies of vibration,
expediting analysis.
8. An audio oscillator, for accurate: determination of frequencies which
have been approximately measured on the panoramic analyzer.
9. A voltage calibrator to adjust amplifiers and recorder for
accurate recordings.
10. A tape recorder, capable of recording up to 28 channels of
information.
A strain gage connected to the transducer input panel is excited from a
constant current supply. Self-generating transducer signals or other ex-
ternal signals may be fed into the transducer input panel through switching
phone ,jacks, which removes excitation from the selected channel.
Each system contains all necessary calibrating equipment, internally
wired to appropriate points, except for a means of checking FM oscillator
frequency.
The weight of each system is 908 kg (2000 lbs). overall dimensions
including dolly and lifting hardware are: length, 213.4 cm (04"); width 76.2
cm (30"); height, 213.4 cm (84").
Each system requires a 30-ampere power service. All AC wiring in each
system is insulated from the cabinets; the green load in the 3-wire power
cord is tied to the cabinets.
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The UTW simulator fan was tested in the G.E. Research and Development
Center's anechole test facilities in Schenectady, New York. Forward and
reverse blade orientations are depicted in Figure 2. Tests were conducted
with forward pitch angles around the blade nominal position, open pitch
angles in reverse thrust-thru-feather and closed pitch angles in reverse
thrust-thru-flat pitch. The forward thrust pitch angles tested were -5°
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(open), +5° (closed), and 0° nominal. The reverse thrust-thru- feather (open
pitch) blade angles were -95 c , -100% and -105°. Two reverse thrust-thru-
flat pitch (closed pitch) blade angles, +73 0 and +78% were tested.
The fan was tested with a standard inlet and with an accelerating inlet.
Both inlets were used in the forward thrust tests. Only the accelerating
inlet configuration was utilized in reverse thrust tests. In reverse thrust,
the fan "inlet" functioned as an exhaust nozzle.
Maximum physical fan speed encountered in tests was 113% of design speed
in forward thrust and 114% of design speed in reverse thrust. The fan
physical capability was not speed limiting. The 100% mechanical design speed
point was 11,516 rpm.
Fan tests were also conducted with one inlet distortion pattern, a 16%
tip radial, in the forward thrust mode, with the bellmouth inlet installed.
AEROMECHANICAL RESPONSE IN FORWARD THRUST
Nominal Pitch Angle Response
Aeromechanical blade stress response of the QCSEH UTW simulator fan
remained below the scope limits throughout its normal operating, environment.
The response with a standard bellmouth is shown in Figure 58. In this con-
figuration, the blade vibratory response was primarily due to the natural
modes being forced at integral multiples of the rotor speed. These multiples
are referred to as "per-revs" and blade response as "integral order response."
These blade resonance responses can be predicted from the blade Campbell
Diagram (Figure 59) where the blade frequencies cross the per rev frequen-
cies. The maximum stress encountered was 27' of limits in a first axial mode
resonance with 4 per-rev. Other significant first axial mode responses
occurred in resonance with the 5th and 6th per-revs. This mode is not ex-
pected to be of significance on the full-scale UTW fan due to an axially
stiffer blade retention system.
The 1st flexural mode was the blades' second most active mode. In
resonance with 2 per-rev, the blade response reached 23% of limits at 82;v
speed (9400 rpm). Other significant blade lst flexural resonances occurred
with the 3rd and 4th per-revs.
Above 100% fan speed the maximum blade response was a 3rd flexural
resonance with 12 per-rev. It reached 21% of scope limits.
The fan exhibited an unusual response to small changes in discharge
valve closure settings. Blade vibratory stresses decreased slightly with
increased throttling and increased when the throttling was reduced. This is
the opposite of what might normally be expected. The maximum increase in
stress when operating below the normal operating line was approximately 35Z.
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Figure 59. Campbell Diagram, iTfW Simulator Fan Blade.
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The lst axial/4 per-rev and the lst flexural/2 per-rev resonances reached a
maximum of 31% and 34% percent of scope limits, respectively.
When the standard inlet was replaced by the accelerating inlet, the
blade vibratory stress at corresponding speeds was higher. This inlet had
the effect of broadening the resonance response peaks shown in Figure 58.
While the blade stresses due to off-center resonances increased approximately
80%, the peak stress points only increased about 20%.
As with the standard inlet bellmouth, the blade stress with the accel-
erating inlet decreased slightly when the fan was lightly throttled and
increased when the throttling was lowered. The 1st torsional/5 per-rev
resonance, in particular, was greatly aggravated by lowering the back pres-
sure on the fan with the accelerating inlet. While this resonance was not
normally notable, the blade stresses in this mode would rise to 73% of limits
on a low operating line at 106% fan speed.
The drop in blade stress with throttling occurred only in the region
near the normal operating line. When throttling was continued above this
line, the trend would reverse and blade stresses would rise as the stall line
was approached. The fan with the accelerating inlet was throttled to "lim-
iting conditions" in the range between 60% and 105% fan speed. The "limiting
condition" was defined as either rotating stall or any form of blade ex-
citation which would cause blade stresses to reach a level of concern for
continuous operation.
Three different aeromechanical phenomena, including rotating stall,
provided the limiting condition over the speed range tested. From 60% to 70%
speed, the fan stresses reached 100%„ of scope limits prior to stall due to
separated-flow induced vibration. Separated-flow vibration is normally
encountered prior to stall, but it is unusual for it to cause such high blade
stress in the intermediate speed range. It's particularly unusual for
separated-flow vibration to decrease rather than increase near stall as the
ran speed goes from the intermediate to the high speed range, as occurred
with this fan. This phenomenon is not well understood, but there is ap-
parently a large spectral energy content from the blade separated flow lying
near the blade 1st flexural frequency in this speed range. This limiting
condition was not reached until the fan was throttled very close to the
projected stall line.
Rotating stall was the limiting condition when the fan was throttled at
80%, 90%, 100%,and 105% fan speeds. The peak blade stresses were near but
did not exceed scope limits in these stalls. The blade separated-flow
vibration was not as high near stall as had been experienced in the 60%
to 70% fan speed range.
At 95% fan speed the limiting condition was blade limit cycle or blade
"instability". The instability occurred in the lst flexural mode with the
blades in exactly the same nonintegral per-rev (1.82) frequency. The vibra-
tory phase angle between any two of the three equally spaced strain-gaged
rM
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blades was constant and repeatable. This angle was not the same between
different sets of these blades, however, and the apparent rotating nodal
pattern could not be determined. Prior to stall at 90% fan speed, there had
been signs of borderline instability. No indications of incipient insta-
bility were detected at 100% fan speed.
OFF-NOMINAL PITCH ANGLE RESPONSE: IN FORWARD MODE
The QCSEE UTW simulator fan was tested with the blades at -5° (open)
pitch and at +5° (closed) pitch in forward mode. These tests were not as
extensive as those with the blade at nominal pitch and id not include stall
tests. The standard bellmouth inlet was used with both pitch angles during
the aeromechanical monitoring of this fan.
Based on the tests with the blades at nominal pitch, there were no aero-
mechanical surprises during the off-nominal pitch angle tests. As expected,
the blade vibratory stress levels were slightly higher with the blades set at
-5° (open) and slightly lower when at +5 a (closed). Except for the stress
magnitudes, however, the pattern of blade stress vs. fan speed with a nominal
fan discharge setting was similar to that depleted for the nominal pitch in
Figure 58. With the blade at -5° (open), the blade stresses were about 25%
higher than at nominal pitch with the nominal fan discharge valve closure
setting. With the blade pitch angle at +5° (closed), the stresses were about
20% lower than at nominal pitch.
With the blade pitch at -5° (open), the higher separated-flow blade
vibration which occurs near the stall ling
 (ai;d, therefore, presumably at
the stall lint=) occurs at a more open fan discharge valve closure setting
than it did with the blades at nominal pitch. This is the expected result of
flowing more air at a given fan discharge valve closure setting and fan
speed. The reverse was, of course, true when Lhe blade pitch angle was
at +5° (closed).
AEROMECHANICAI. RESPONSE: IN REVERSE THRUST
Reverse-Throe h ,l:iat (Closed) Pitch
Two (closed) blade angles, +73° and +78°. were tested in reverse thrust.
While more closed pitch angles could be expected to provide greater reverse
thrust, they were not explored due to a serious aeromechanical problem en-
countered at +78° (closed) pitch. A first torsional "limit cvele" or blade
Instability was encountered which caused blade vibratory stresses to reach
85% of scope limits at 8080 rpm (70% physical fan speed). At this point the
vibratory stresses were increasing rapidly with fan speed; higher speeds
were not attempted.
The similarity shared by blade "instability" and separated-flow vibr.l-
tion made it difficult to determine the speed where the blade instability was
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initiated. Both excite the blades at their natural frequencies which are
generally nonintegral multiples of the pre-rev frequency. Instability is
normally differentiated from separated-flow induced vibration by the wave
form of the vibratory stress signal. When the blades are operated with a
large negative incidence angle, as when they are reversed through flat
pitch, separated-flow induced vibration is always a major contributor to the
blade vibratory stress. The inception point of instability was not detected
against this heavy background of separated-flow vibration.
First torsional vibration was a major contributor to the total blade
stress at all speeds. Above 6500 rpm, the blade stress in this mode in-
creased more rapidly and by 7000 rpm had the unmistakable wave form of blade
instability. Between 7400 rpm and 8080 rpm the blade vibratory stress con-
tinued its rise from 32% to 85% of scope limits.
To clear the instability, the blade pitch angle was opened 5° to +73°
(closed). At this angle the blade was free of instability up to the maximum
speed tested (114% physical fan speed). The first torsional mode, excited by
separated-flow vibration, was the more dominate vibratory mode at all speeds.
The blade vibratory stress increased slowly with speed to a moderately sharp
peak of 40% scope limits at 11400 rpm (99% speed). Above this speed the
vibratory stress level dropped off with speed to 19% of scope limits at 13000
rpm (113% of design speed).
Reverse-Through-Feather (Open) Pitch
Three reverse-through-feather (open) blade angles were tested. They
were -95% -100°, and -105°. All three tests were aeromechanically suc-
cessful in that no blade vibratory stress condition was encountered that
would be of concern for continuous fan operation.
With all three reverse-through-feather blade pitch angles, reverse fan
flow was established during acceleration from a standstill. The fan speed at
which the stall was cleared was a function of the blade angle and the suction
being applied to the core flow of the fan. This speed decreased with more
open blade pitch angles and as the core suction was lowered (decreasing core
flow). At -105' (open) pitch angle and with only modest core suction, it was
possible to start the fan without stall being present. Table III summarizes
the observations made of this transition phenomenon from stall to the "normal"
type of reverse flow.
There was considerable aerodynamic hysteresis associated with the
apparent reverse fan stall. Once the stall was cleared by speeding up the
fan, the fan speed could be dropped as low as desired without reencountering
stall. The speed at which the stall cleared also varied somewhat from trial-
to-trial under fixed operating conditions. The range of the stall and the
stall-free zones measured while accelerating the fan from a standstill is
shown in Figure 60.
Air flow from the fan underwent a dramatic change between the apparent
stalled and the unstalled condition. In the stalled condition the air issued
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from the accelerating "inlet" in the form of a large angled cone. Consider-
able radial flow was present. When the stall cleared,the flow reverted to a
rather conventional-appearing nozzle flow with primarily axial flow and
little radial flow.
In stall,the blade response was predominately in the 1st flexural mode.
The vibratory stress was very random in amplitude as expected in a situation
with considerable separated flow.
The maximum speed reached before the stall cleared was 9200 rpm (80%
speed). This occurred during a trial with the blades -95° (open) and with
heavy core suction (high core flow). Blade vibratory stresses reached approx-
imately 802 of scope limits in isolated bursts. The stresses were very low up
to 3600 rpm (312 speed). Between 3600 and 5000 rpm (432 speed) the stresses
increased more rapidly to 402 of scope limits. Above 5000 rpm the stress
increase with speed was more gradual. At a given speed setting in stall,
there was no discernible difference in the blade stress level between the
three different open pitch angles tested.
Blade stress levels dropped to lower values when the stall was cleared.
The maximum stress encountered in the unstalled region was 402 of limits at
9670 rpm (842 speed) with the blades at -95° (open). The blade stress level
dropped significantly when the blade pitch angle was opened from -95° to
-100°. A further decrease in the stress levels was noted between -100° and
-105°. The maximum vibratory stress levels in the unstalled region with the
blades at -100° and -105° (open) pitch was 29% and 22%, respectively. These
points occurred at 1002 fan speed.
i
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